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(i) 

PREFACE 

'lhis thesis gives an account of some of the work carried out 

by the author whilst at the University of Dlrham. 'lhe work has 

been carried rut by the High Energy Physics Group of Durham University 

in collaboration with similar groups from the Universities of Bonn, 

Nijmegen, Paris (E.P.), Turin and Strasbourg. 

'lhe work concerns the interactions of 5 Gev/c positive pions 

in hydrogen and it has been divided as follows:

(a) Six prong interactions 

(b) Strange particle events 

{c) Four prong interactions 

(d) Two prong interactions. 

'lhe author has taken part in the first three sections of this 

work, in particular parts (b) and (c), and it is these parts lttich 

are described in this thesis. 'lhe author has been concerned with 

all stages of the analysis of the events and the investigation of 

the results. Specific contributions from his colleagues have been 

indicated. 
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1. 

m'TRODJCTION 

Modern accelerators have provided high energy beams of particles 

to produce collisions with nuclear matter. The detection of these 

collisions in the bubble chamber and their analysis by advanced 

computer techniques have made great contributions to the understanding 

of strong interactions. 

During the last few years the interactions of pi mesons with 

protons :in hydrogen bubble chambers have been studied :in a number 

of experiments, notably the :rrt:P collisions at the incident pion 

momenta of 4 GeV/c (A-B-B-B-H-L-M Collaboration, 1965) and 8 Gev/c 

{A-B-C Collaboration, 1964). The aim of the present experiment 

(5 GeV/c n) has been to stud¥ the :interactions more fully in an 

exper:iment a£ high statistics. 'llle stucy- of the four-prong events 

and the two-prong V
0 

events (with at least one visible V
0 de~) 

'Which are the subject matter of this thesis is based on a sample 

of about 24000 and 1011 measured events. 

In Chapter 1 a review is given of inelastic collisions with 

particular reference to sane previous experiments on pion-proton 

interactions. The theoretical models which ha.ye been proposed to 

interpret the interaction mechanisms are discussed. 

The second and third chapters contain a description of the beam 

and the bubble chamber as used in this experiment and the methods 

used to analyse the four-prong events. 

-.... 



2. 

Results of the observation of resonances in the four-prong 

channels are described in chapter 4. 

0 
Finally, the analysis of the two-prong V events are presented 

in chapter 5· 

IJhere is a short conclusion. 



CHAPrER 1 

A Review of Inelastic Collisions 

1.1 Interaction Cross-sections 

~e collisions between pions and protons at existing accelerator 

energies often result in the production of a multiplicity of 

secondary particles. '!heir numbers are usually in the range of 2-4 

but these ~ extend up to 8 at current energies. Despite the 

increase in multiplicity (i.e. opening of new reaction channels) 

with energy the total and elastic reaction cross-sections in nP 

collisions tend to be ccnsta.nt as shown in figures 1 and 2. 

Consequent~ the relative contr:ibution of high multiplicity inter

actions increases with energy. However at 5 Gev (this experiment) 

this contribution is small. 

The great majority of these secondary particles are pions. The 

cross-section for the production of K mesons and hyperons :In nP 

collisions is only a small fraction of the total production cross

section. In the 8 Gev/c rrtP experiment (Brandt et al, 1966) it is 

found that the total cross-section for the production of the various 

strange particles is only about 12,; of the total. production cross

section. In the present experiment the fraction of eyents with one 

or two visible V0 decey-s is about 2"/o of the total number of events. 

Figure 3 shows a plot of the cross-sections for the production of 

strange :particles in IIP collisions at various incident momenta of 

the pion. 
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4. 

1. 2 Resonances 

A prominent feature in the final states of the interactions 

is the presence of mesonic and baryonic resonances such as the 

* * * P, c.o, 11, K , N , Y and others. 'lhese are unstable with lifetimes 

( -22 ) so short - 10 sec that th~ appear to decay at the point of 

production. 

Prior to the bubble chamber, nucleonic isobars such as the 

* * N (1236) and N (1686) were detected in total cross-section measure-

' ments for liP collisions. Iarge enhancements as seen in figure 1 

were recognised as due to resonances. Besides giving the indication 

of a structure (i.e. presence of resonances) the total cross-section 

measurements for n-t:P and IrP collisions also allowed the determination 

of the isospin of the nucleonic resonances. At high energies the 

height of the enhancements above the background decreases and the 

width increases (figure 2) so that in total cross-section measurements 

~ 

the resonances tend to be lost in th~ackground. 

With the bubble chamber techniques resonances are detected by 

the Kinematical correlations in their dec~ products Which are the 

the 
observed secondary particles of the interactions. I:n/...majority of 

the cases the reaction proceeds by the production of a resonance 

in association with other secondary particles. However, sometimes 

the entire reaction takes place throueJJ, the production of two 

resonances only, "quasi two bod¥" which leads to simpler interpreta-

tion of the reaction mechanism. 



1.3 Quasi Two Bogy States 

During the last few yea+s it has been observed that the high 

energy interactions frequently produce quasi two body states or 

resonances which then decay into the observed secondary particles. 

The cross-section for the production of these quasi two body 

states decreases with increasing energy due to the increasing 

number of secondary particles. Thus in K+P interactions, the 

fraction of quasi two bod;y' states 'Which is very high at lower 

energies decreases to about 25% of the total inelastic cross-section 

when the incident K+ momentum rises to 5 GeV/ c. S:Unilarly in the 

8 GeV/c n"'l? interactions the fraction of quasi two body states is 

about 8~ of the total inelastic events while in the 11 GeV/ ciLP 

interactions, the fraction falls to about 5% (Morrison, 1966). 

These esttmates tend to be underesttmated at higher energies due to 

the difficulties of recognising new resonances. 

However, if one looks at a certain reaction channel the fraction 

of two-body states are found to be very high. For example, in the 

8 GeV/ c :rrt:P interaction in the channel 

:rrt:P .. pn+:J £-t:lr 
*++ 0 where the production of N , p, f , A

1 
and A2 have been reported 

(A~chen-Berlin-Cern Collaboration, 1964), the fraction of quasi two 

bod;y' states is found to be as high as 50~. 



6. 

1.4 Interaction models 

'lhe secandazy particles of high energy collisions have given 

rise to canplex theoretical problems regarding their production 

mechanism and f:inal state behaviour. High multiplicity interactions 

with six or more particles in the final states suggest that a good 

working model might be the statistical model. On the other hand, 

since these particles are frequently produced through intennediate 

resonances the quasi two be~ states might be equally important. 

In fact, the production of quasi two be~ states has provided new 

theoretical approaches an s:impler lines to sane aspects of high 

energy interactions and techniques have been develop~d to interpret 

these reactions in tenns of a number of theoretical models. None 
I 

of these models, however, can be said to satisfy canpletely every 

aspect of exper:imental observations, each model has its own area of 

success. 

In the following sections summaries are given of "the several 

models of interactions. 

( i) The statistical model 

The statistical model was first introduced by Fermi (1950) to 

describe multipion production in nucleon-nucleon collisions. It 

is a general description of the production mechanism in that the 

two incident particles are assumed to interact strangcy in a sm.aJ.l 

volume so as to fonn an intennediate state which deceys into 

particles of various kinds and depending an the available energy 



gives rise to a large number of final states. Each of the final 

states can be arrived at in a large number of dif'ferent ways in a 

statistical manner. The cross-section a for any final state f 

fran an initial state i is related to the matrix element Mfi by 

'Where F is the phase space integral. The matrix elenents Mfi contain 

all the unknown dynamical effects pertaining to the production process. 

The s:implest assumption made is that Mfi is a constant determined by 

tile total energy E of the system and is independent of the individual 

momenta of the final state :IBrticles. Under this assumption, the 

cross-section, the individual momenta of the particles and many 

other features of the interaction are determined by the phase space 

factor F alone. 

The statistical model w.hich predicts isotropic angular distribu-

tions of the secondary particles gives a reliable description of 

hign multiplicity interactions and of 'central collision' processes 

which are characterised by a large momentum transfer to the proton, 
\ 

and it is observed that as the number of produced pions increases 

the angular distributions approach more towards isotropy (Bartke, 

1966 ). The model becanes unrealistic in the description of peripheral 

collision processes. 



8. 

(ii) The Perip'heral Model 

An :important feature of IIP and KP collisions in the energy range 

1 to 8 Gev is the observation tha.t the secondary particles produced 

in a.n appreciable fraction of the events are emitted stronw forwards 

or backwards in the centre of mass system. 'lhis fee. ture is more 

frequent in single pian production processes. In multipion production 

processes this feature becomes less apparent as the pion multiplicity 

increases and the forw.rd-backward collimation of the secondary 

particles is observed mostzy through the production of quasi two 

bod;y' states. All these production processes are characterised by 

a. low momentum transfer to the target nucleon and are described in 

terms of a peripheral nature of the collision between the incident 

meson and the pion cloud surrounding the nucleon. The process is 

described by the Feymnan diagram shown in figure 4(A). Here, the 

incident particles a and b interact with each other by the exchange 
I 

of a virtual particle e in the Yukaw. potential field. Referring 

to the above diagram, the square of the four-momentum transfer, 

6 2 (= -t) between c and a. or between d and b is given by 

-(p _ P )2 = _ (p _ n )2 
c a. d -o 

= - (m2 + m2
) + EcE - 2 P P Cos 9 * c a. a. ca. .. 

where p., P
1
., E. and m. are the four-manentum, three momentum, energy 

1. 1. 1. 

* and mass of the particle or particle group i and 9 is the production 

angle. The momentum transfer 6 2 can be interpreted a.s the negative 

square of the virtual mass of the exchanged particle e. In the 
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9· 

physical region 6
2 

is positive and the exchanged particle is 'off 

the mass- shell'. 

The matrix element for this type at' production process is 

given by 

where MI and MII are the vertex functions at the vertices I and II, 

and m is the mass of the exchanged particle. '!he structure of a 
e 

vertex function depends on the coupling of the three particles 

meeting at the vertex. The square of the matrix element M gives the 

differential cross-section. For example, the differential cross-

section for one pion exchange (OPE) for the reaction TIP ~ pP is found 

·to have the following form (Jackson, 1965 ), 

= 

where m.1t, mp' m n are the masses of the pion, the p meson and the 

nucleon respectively, p is the incident pion mcrnentum in the laboratory, 

If_ and G-8 are the coupl:ing constants for the mesonic and baryon 
41t 4ii 
vertices respectively. The dom:inance of small manentum transfers in 

peripheral processes canes largely fran the propagator __ 1 __ 

(~2-fm2)2 
e 

• 

Inn·P and KP collisions where a single pion is produced, the OPE model· 

has been extensively used to describe the observed peripheralisrn. 

In such cases the process may be regarded as a collision between 

two spinless particles. The angular distribution 
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of scattering in the C.M. of the pair of mesons leads to conclusions 

about JP of the di meson states involved in the collision. The 

a.ngula.r distribution uniquely dete:rmines the angular manentum 

states. For pure states the angular distributions are isotropic 

for J = 0 1 Cos
2

9 for J = 1 and (~ Cos
2a -1)

2 
for J = 2 Where 9 

is the angle between identical ingoing and outgoing mesons in the 

centre of mass of the resonance. Parity is dete:rmined from the 

relation P = (-l)J. 

More recently the peripheral model has been applied to quasi 

two boczy- reactions in which more than one pion is produced. In 

such processes, heavier exchange particles like the p1 K and w 

are often introduced, called generally as the One Meson Exchange 

process (O.M.E. ). Because of the spins of these particles, the 

assumptions entering into the analysis introduces complications 

in that the numerator of the production cross- section has an 

increasing function of ll.2 which in most cases caupletely masks the 

which favours SI!Bll momentum 

transfers, (Svensson, 1965). The result is that a.t high momentum 

transfer the cross-section doe~ot fall to the level of experllnenta.l 

distributions. 

Attempts have been mde to s~ek a. way out of this defect by 

introducing empirical fo:rm factors which are functions of ll.2 to 

produce the necessary damping in the cross-section. For example 

in a. number of one-pion exchange reactions a.t differ~t energies, 
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the following foDn factor given by Amaldi and Sellari (1964) gives 

good agreement between theo:cy and experiment in 6 2 distributions: 

F(62 ) = 0.72 
+ 

0.28 

1 + 62~2 1 + (A2+1J.2 )2 

4-'Bil2 32!l2 

ll = pion mass, so that F(-!l2
) = 1. 

At present there is a lack of reliable theo:cy to calculate such 

form factors and the parameters are more or less determined by 

comparison with experiment - a procedure Which does not make 

them energy independent. 

(iii) '!he Absorption Model 

The draw-backs of the form factor approach in the s:im.ple 

peripheral model have given rise to the Absorptive Peripheral Model 

Which rray be regarded as a refinement of the former, to produce 

the necessary collimation to small production angles. 

'lhe qualitative aspect of the model is that in the high energy 

collision of the particles a and b there are many inelastic open 

channels Which ccmpete with each other. As a result any particular 

production process such as the quasi two body states is reduced in 

frequency by the presenee of other absorptive channels. 'lhe 

absorptive effect takes place main4' through the suppression of 

channels with lower angular momentum states, the suppression being 

greater for smaller impact parameters, since 

~2 J(t + 1) = (Pb) 2 
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'Where J. is the angular morrentum, b is the :impact parameter and P 

is the C.M.S. momentum of the incident particles. ~is effect is 

not taken into account in the smple peripheral model 'Which thus 

fails to account for the observed over-peripheralism in the 

experimental distributions. 

The theoretical approach towards the suppression of low partial 

waves has been formulated in terms of the modti'ied Feynman diagram 

shown in figure 4(~~-- ). 

The absorptive effects are taken into account by the interactions 

Ui and Uf 'Which represent elastic scattering of the particles before 

and after the exchange mechanism. The suppression of the low partial 

waves in the cross-section is introduced by making a Distorted Wave 

Born Approximation (DWBA) to the above diagram, i.e. by writing 

In this equation T(J) is the transition matrix element, 7\. 's are the 
~ 

helicities of' the appropriate particles, B(J) is the Born term for 

the J-th partial wave projection of the T matrix element. ~e 

quantity <Ac 'AdiB(J) I 7\a "b> is -the partial w.ve amplitude as 

calculated fran the s:imple 00: Model. o; and o; are the phase 

shifts for the elastic scattering in thr initial and final states. 
' 

For small J the exponentials are small which give the desired 

suppression of the low partial waves. 

For the determination of tlE phase shifts one assumes the 

elastic scattering to be pure:cy diffractive which is produced by a 



pa.rt:ially absorbing disc of radius R and absorptivity A. 'lhe 

result of tb·is mode of approach gives the follow:ing relations: 

(Svensson, 1965) 

'Where 

dae.e 
dt 

, 

R2 
exp ( 4 t) 

., = 2 

Here q is the C.M.S. manentum of either of the particles and O'tot 

and O'e.e are the total and elastic cross-sections. The parameters 

R and A for the elastic scattering in the initial state can be 

directly detezmined fran experiment. However, the same parameters 

for the final state elastic scattering 'Which :involves unstable 

particles are not available and as such can cnly be detezmined by 

comparison with experiment. In general, rough agreement has been 

obtained by takin~e following values for the .final state scattering 

process: 2A_ ~ 1 and R_ ~ 1.3 R+ {Svensson, 1965). 

'Ihe absorption model which brings about the necessary damping 

in the : distribution for large t, also retains the essential 

features of the simple peripheral model for small t values. In the 

energy range of a few Gev, the absorption model has given a remarkably 

good description of many quasi two bc:Xcy' reactions. One particular 

aspect of its success has been m predicting the parameters of decay 
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angular distributions (density matrices) for sane of the resonances. 

For example, in the 8 Gev/ c :n+P interactions, the predictions of 

the model were found to be in reasonable agreement for the channels 

n+p ... FP + and ,n+p -+ N*++po which can proceed by pion exchange 

(Aachen-Berlin-CERN Collaboration, 1965). 

But the usefulness of the model seems to depend on the cype of 

the particle that is allowed to be exchanged. For vector meson 

exchange the absorption model displey's the same energy dependence 

as the unmodified peripheral model; that is, the calculated cross-

section diverges with energy which is in contradiction to the 

exper:imental behaviour. 

Suggestions have been made to bring further refinements in the 

absorpticn model by includ:fng absorptive corrections in the inelastic 

scattering as shown in figure 5· 

The fo:rmalism of such a process has been developed (Lichtenberg 

and Williams 1965) but its experimental applications are as yet 

unknown. 

( iv) 'nle Regge Pole Model 

'nle theoretical development of the Begge Pole Model started with 
' 

the observation at CERN by Cecconi et al., (1961) that in hign energy 

da Proton-Proton elastic sea ttering the diffraction peak of the dt 

distributions narrowed logarithmically with increasing centre of 

mass energy s. It was found that the experimental distributions 

could be expressed in the form 
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( i) (:) 1(:)
0 

= e7t where 7 is a f'unct ion of energy only and not 

of' t. From the Regse Pole theor,y the dif'f'erential cross-section 

::)p~)c~:): ~:t~G~0:(;)-2 
comparing (i) and (ii) (t =constant). 

(iii) 7 = b + c In S where b and c are constants. Equation (iii) 

:implies a loga.ri thm.ic shrink:ing of' the dif'f'raction peak and the 

experimental results were consistent with this behaviour within the 

moderately large errors. 

Now the original work of' Hegge was to re~d the angular momentum 

A as a complex variable and to introduce the idea of' poles in the 

complex angu.la.r manentum plane. In the scattering of' two spinless 

particles, the scat12ring amplitude T(E, Cos e) which is written 

in an expansion series 
a: 

T(E, Case ) = I (2A + 1) p A (Cos e) A (A,E) 

A=O 

the partial wave amplitude A (A,E) which corresponds to physical values 

of' A = 01 1 1 2 etc. 1 can according to the Hegge theor,y1 be interpolated 

as a f'unction which has poles at variable cOmplex values of' J, called 

a(t), i.e. near a pole, 

A(A 1 E) ~ ~ 
Lim A -+ a(t) where ~( t) is called 

the residue. Near a pole the amplitude becomes very great unless ~(t) 
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is very small and makes a very great contribution to the scattering. 

If' now one plots the real part of O:(t) a~inst t, the poles (called 

Hegge poles) become n:arked on this plot. If the assumption is made 

that the appropriate poles can be joined by a trajectory, then it 

is called a Hegge tmjectory. If' the real part of o:( t) coiTesponds 

to some physical values then it can be assumed that a particle with 

this particular value of o:(t) has been exchanged provided other 

conservation laws are not violated for the process. ~e mass of 

the exchange particle is equal to the energy at which o:(t) has the 

particular physical value. All particles, resonances excited states 

etc. are thus considered as poles in the Hegge theory (Chew and 

Frautschi, 1961). The scattering in general is described in terms 

of the exchange of one or more trajectories. 'nle greater the value 

of the real part of O:(t) in the physical region (t = -ve), the 

greater is the influence of that tmjectory. 

In a two-boct" reaction of the type 

a+b ... c+d 

the matrix element is given by the asymptotic expression (Ma.or, 1966): 

T(s, t, u) ~ I(s - u)· 0: i (t) ~- (t) 
~· s. 1 ...----- i 1 

1+ -imx.(t) -e 1 

Sin :na.(t) 
1 

where the summation is perfozmed over all the rel~vant trajectories 

of corresponding quantum numbers and sigc.a.ture except spin; s, t and u 

are the Ma.ndelstam variables and Si is a normlisation mass which can 

be chosen convenien~. 
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In same recent analysis of the reactions ~ ~ nqf (Phillips 

and Ra.rita, 1965) and n.-P ~ nifl (Hohler et al., 1966) the Regge 

pole Model has given rei!Brkabl.y good de script ions of : distributions. 

However, the model :in its present fonn carmot predict angular 

correlations as the Absorption Model does. It seems there is now 

a need for a unified model w.hich can reproduce the successful features 

of both the Absorption Model and the Re~ pole Model. 
! 

1.5 Slope of ~ Distributions 

Apart from the predictions of the d:i.f'ferent models of :interactions 

it is found in general that in two-body reactions the da distributions 
: Cit 

for small t values can be reasonab:cy fitted by the s:imple exponential 

da at 
iit = C e 

w.here C is a ccnsta.nt. '!he constant a is called the slope since the 

logarithm of da is plotted a~inst a l:inear scale in t. 
Cit 

In the intennediate energy range from about 2 Gev to about 8 Gev 

it is observed that in general, the slope increases as the energy 

increases. 

However, at a fixed energy the slopes of the different channels 

of inelastic two-bo~ reactions vary considerably towards higher and 

lower values than the value obtained for elastic scattering. 'lhis is 

shown in Table 1 for the ~ collision at 8 Gev/c (Morrison, 1966). 



TABLE 1 

Slgpe of Differential Cross-sections (Morrison, 1966) 

Reaction Slope 2 
(Gev/cr 

8 Gev/c 

:rrtp ... N*++(1236) 'II 5 

:rrtp ... N**(1236) w 5 

:rrtp ... pp+ 9 

:rrtJir ... N**(1236) n" 9 

:rrt:P ... :rrt:P (elastic) 10 

:rrtp ... N**(1236) p0 14 

:rrtp ... N**(1236) f 0 
14 

The values of the slopes in the IJB.b le are given without the small 

statistical errors which do not effect the general features in 

the Table. The values of the slopes were taken over the t-range 

from the Kinematic limit to about 0.3 to 0.4 (Gev/c)
2 

except for 
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the two reactions :involving 'II or w meson production "Tiben the t-range 

from 0.2 to 0.5 (Gev/c)2 was taken. It will be seen that the vaJ..ues 

*++ *++ of the sapes for the channels N p0 and N w at the lower energy 

of the present experiment i.e. at 5 Gev/c nip is sma.ller (c.f. Chapter 

4) than those given in the IJB.ble. There is as yet no theoretical 

expl.a.nation for the values of the slopes as observed in the different 

channels at the same energy. 



CHAPTER 2 

~1 • Experimental Setup 

2.1 ~e Exposure 

During February, 1965, the 150 em. British National Hydrogen 

Bubble Chamber was exposed to a beam of positive pi mesons of 

momentum 5 GeV/c at the Proton Synchrotron at C.E.R.N., Geneva. 

About 150,000 pictures were taken over a period of three weeks. 

19 

'nle film was initially divided between five collaborating laboratories 

- Bonn - Durham - Ecole Polytechnique (Paris) - Nijmegen and Turin 

for analysis of six-prong events. Iater, for four-prong analysis 

the film of Ecole Polytechnique was shared by Strasbourg and the 

measurements were carried out s:illl.ultaneously by the six laboratories. 

Descriptions of the beam and the chamber are given in the 

following sections. 

2. 2 IJhe Beam 

The beam used in this experiment, called the 02 beam, was 

pr:ima.ril¥ designed to produce reasonab4' well separated beams of 

kaons, protons, antiprotons and pions with mcmenta up to 15 GeV/c. 

IJhe beam was constructed in the East Exper:imental area of C.E.R.N. 

and combined in a s:ingle channel both electrostatic and radio 

frequency separation. In the present experiment, however, for the 

production of n+ beam at 5 GeV/c only the electrostatic separators 

were used because radio frequency separation was found to be more 

efficient at higher manenta. A description of the beam and an 
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est:imate of its perfornBnce has been given by Keil and Neale (196:3). 

Below is a short description of the beam as it was in this 

experiment. 

Figure 6 shows the schematic l9¥out of the beam lbich is about 

180 metres long between the target and the bubble chamber. 'lhe 

ISrticles are confined to about 5 em. of the beam axis and to avoid 

multiple scattering all the collimators are in vacuum boxes. 'lhe 

circulating proton beam of the proton synchrotron had an energy of 

11 25 GeV and an intensity of 5.10 protons per pulse. 'lhe 02 beam 

received about 10~ of the intensity in short bursts lasting about 

one millisecond. 'lhe internal target used to produce the secondary 

particles w.s Beryllium with dimensions : height 0. 5 mm, width 2 mm, 

and length 80 mm. 

The external beam was extracted at an angle of' 5.1° with respect 

to the internal proton beam. After leaving the target the secondary 

particles pass through an iron pipe which shields than from the 

fringing effects of the magnetic field of' the neighbouring P. s. 

magnet unit. 

'n1.e large number of' beam transport elements such as the quadrupoles1 

bending magnets and the collimators can be reg~.rded as combination of 

lenses and prisms. 'lhe beam ~ be conveniently regarded as made up 

of' three parts. In the first part the phase space acceptance which 

is the product of target area and the solid angle acceptance is 

determined. Here also the manentum bite is selected. In the second 
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part mass analysis is carried out. In the final section the phase 

space acceptance and the momentum bite are again re-defined and the 

beam is shaped for entry into the bubble chamber. 

Angular acceptance fran thei:arget is determined in the vertical 

and horizontal planes by the two collimators Cl and C2 respectively. 

'!he quadrupole lens triplet Ql 1 Q2 and ~ focusses the beam at the 

centres of Coll~ators C3 and C4 in the horizontal and vertical planes. 

The bending magnets Ml, M2 produce dispersion in the horizontal :image 

at C3 and the momentum bite is defined at this stage. The horizontal 

and vertical images are kept separated in order to det:rease the 

background of mu.ons and scattered particles. After passing through 

the lens Q4 the beam is again made dispersion free by the bending 

magnets Ml and M2. 

Mass analysis is carried out fran the Coll:imator C4 onwards up 

to the Coll:ima.tor C6. The lens triplets Q5, Q6 and Q7 produces a 

p3.ra.llel beam in the vertical plane, and an intermediate horizontal 

focus inside the electrostatic separators. EaCh of the separ.ators 

had a plate length 9 m, plate gap 10 em. and an electric field of 

50 Kv/ em. '!he series of quadrupoles produces a vertical focus at 

C6 which is the final stage in the mass analysis. 

The lens triplet Ql3, Ql4, Ql5 refocusses the beam onto the 

colLimators C7 and C8 and the angular acceptance is redefined at 

the coll:ima.tor cg. '!he horizontal bending magnets M5 1 M6 and the 

lens doublet Ql6, Ql7 produces a dispersed horizontal image at the 
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Coll:iJnator Cll. The manentum bite is redefined at this point. To 

obtain a vertical spread in the chamber, the lenses Ql6 and Ql7 

produce a vertical focus which is swept acres s the bubble Chamber. 

The beam is steered into the chamber by the vertical bending magnets 

M7 a.p.d M8. 

2. 3 Beam Momentum and Width 

To check the values of the beam momentmn and beam width an 

analysis was made with a sample of 4-prong events by one af' the 

collaborating groups (Schotanus, Nijmegen Group). The events 

selected were unambiguous four constraint fits obtained without 

beam editing. From a plotted distribution of the fitted values of 

the beam manenta, the average value was calculated to be 4.990±.006 

GeV/ c, after correcting for the magnetic field :in the chamber. A 

distribution of the measured values of the beam momenta gave an 

average value of 4.959±.007 Gev/c and a standard deviation of 100 Mev/c. 

The reason for the significant difference between the fitted and 

measured mean values was not clear. The observed width of 100 MeV/ c 

was due to -

(a) multiple scattering 

(b) measura:nent eiTor. 

The multiple scattering gives an uncerta:inty of about 1% in the 

sagitta measurement, so that the best value of the measured manentmn 

will be uncertain by at least this amount. However, in the kinematic 

fitting program, Grind, a weighted average is taken of the measured 
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and the known mean value of the beam manentum so that the effects 

of measuring error are considerably reduced. 

2.4 Contamination in the beam 

Contamination in the beam is considered to be mainly due to 

muons from pion deCB\Y'S• As the last stage of mass analysis is 

carried out at the collimator c6, it is assumed that on~ pions 

de~ing anywhere after C6 will have same probability of getting 

into the chamber; those decaying between C6 and the last collimator 

Cll make a negligible contribution, while the main contribution to 

contamination comes from dec~s after Cll. A total of 3~ is 

estimated to be muon contaminaticn in the beam tracks inside the 

chamber. A fraction of these muons will be slower than the pions 

and thus diverge by more than 2 em. over the length of the chamber. 

Since in counting beam tracks, these diverging cnes can be sorted 

out, a final est:ima.te gives (2 ± 1)~ as muon contamination in the beam. 

2.5 '!he British National Hydrogen Bubble Chamber (B.N.H.B.C.) 

'!he first experimental run with the chamber took place at c. E. R.N. 

in November, 1963. The chamber has been described in several papers, 

e.g. Welford, 1963 and CE~TC/NBC 64-1. A Short.description is 

given below:-

Figure 7 shows a plan view of the chamber and its surrounding 

magnet. It has a useful volume, 150 em. along the beam direction, 

by 45 em. wide and 50 em. high. 'lhe effective volume of liquid 
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hydrogen as seen by the three cameras is about 300 lit res. The 

cha.m.ber body is machined from a single aluminium forging and is 

closed on either side by parallel glass windows 15 em. thick. 

The windows are protected by hydrogen shields. The whole unit is 

hung inside a stainless steel vacuum tank to avoid thermal losses. 

'Jlle optical system is the 1 direct 1 or 1 through illumination 1 

type. Circular flash tubes are used to illuminate the chamber and 

are made to fonn ring images around the camera lenses by means 

of condenser lens systems. Only the light scattered by the bubbles 

can then enter the camera lenses. 'Jlle chamber was photographed by 

an array of three cameras with parallel axes, perpendicular to the 

front glass. 'Jlle film used was unperforated 35 mrn film in 300· 

metre lengths. 'Jlle cameras were mounted at the corners of an 

isesceles triangle of Which the height (=base) is 480 ± .01 mm. 

The Operating Cycle 

The fully autanatic operation of the chamber took place under 

the following conditions: 

Operating temperature 

Upper Operating Pressure 

Sensitive Time 2 milliseconds 

Repetition Cycle 30 per minute 

Bubble diameter 200 microns (approx.) 

Bubble density for minimum 
10-12 bubbles per mm. 

ionising tracks e.g. 5 GeV/e:,/ 



About 30 milliseconds before the particles of the beam arrived at the 

chamber, a signal fran the proton synchrotron caused the pilot va;l!es 

of the chamber to open and these in turn opened the main expansion 

valves 1 allotY"ing the hydrogen to enter the expansion tank. The 

hydrogen took· about 8 milliseconds to expand fully and reach the 

desired superheated state and at that point the beam particles 

arrived in the chamber. The arrival of the particles was detected 

by a scintillation counter WhiCh sent a secondar,y signal, causing 

the flash tubes to be pulsed 1~ ms. afterwards. This allowed the 

right amount of growth of the bubbles Which were then photogr.aphed 

before turbulence developed. Jinmediately after the flash the 

expansion valves were closed and the recompression valves were 

opened. The hydrogen returned to its initial state in about 10 ms. 

The film in the camer.a was also wound forvard one frame and the 

whole cycle repeated. 

2.6 Reference System in the Chamber 

A set of fiduciar,y crosses ruled on the inner surfaces of the 

two windows provide the necessar,y reference system in the chamber. 

The fiduciar,y crosses on the light-side window have one arm longer 

than the other three, the crosses on the camera-side window have 

four equal anns. 'n:te coordinate system in the chamber is defined 

as a right-handed rectangular system in Which the Z = 0 plane is 

the inner surface of the camem-side window, Z-axis pointing towards 
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the cameras, X-axis along the beam direction. The origin of the 

coordinate axes may be taken anywhere in this plane. 

2.7 Qptical Distortions 

Optical distortions in the chamber were not negl~ible. In 

order to make reliable reconstruction of events possible, it was 

found necessary to take into account distortions due to lens, film 

tilt and film stretch. Kellner (1965J made a study of these effects 

and obtained a set of distortion c~efficients for correcting film 

measurements. '!he method used by Kellner was to fit the distorti ans 

with a general polynomial of the fonn 

1 1 where x , y represent co-ordinate values on the "ideal film plane" 

that would have been expected ilf' the lens acted like a simple pin-

hole camera. The variables x,y are the co-ordinates on the 

"physical film plane" - the actual image on the film when the effect 

of film stretch has been removed. 'lhe polynomial contains terms 

to account for the distortions caused by the following:-

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

ti1t of the film plane •••••• 

spherical_lens distortion •••• 

and 

other non-identified causes •• a;> 
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~e values of the co-efficients were determined by Kellner and 

these were incorporated in the seometry prog~ ~resh. 

2.8 Magnetic field in the chamber 

~e magnetic field at different points in the chamber space 

was accurately mapped out by the proton magnetic resonance 

probe method (CERN/TC/NBC 63-2). For this purpose two values 

of excitation current at 8,000 and 10,000 amps were used and in 

each case the percentage deviations of the field values with respect 

to the central value were determined at the intersections of a 

5 em cubic matrix. ~e deviations were found to be the same for 

both values of excitation current, the max:imum being 3% at the 

sides of the chamber. 

~e magnetic field, H, at a point is given by 

where H is the central value and D is the percentage deviation 
c 

at that point. The values of D were tabulated and incorporated 

in the fitting program in matrix form. 
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The central value of the magnetic field was checked by an 

0 0 
analysis of a sample of K1 and A events. Using a central field 

value 13.54 K. Gauss, the grind computed masses of A
0
's and K

1
°•s 

were ccmpared with their ncm:ina.l values. 'lb.e obsei'V'ed disagreement 

could be removed by reducing the central field value to 13. 46 ± • 03 

Kilogauss 'Which was subsequently used in the analysis of 6 and 4 

prong events. 

2.9 Scanning 

Dumam 1 s share in the collaboration was to analyse ~bout 301 000 

pictures of 25 triads of fiJm.s including one triad of no field tracks. 

Five of these films were rejected after a preliminary :Inspection on 

the scanning tables. The reasons for rejection were - poor quality 

of the pictures in one or more views due to too many tracks, fa:lntness 

and fogging. Two fillns were partially rejected for the same reasons. 

Each roll had about 1 1 250 frames and a total of about 20,000 pictures 

were scanned. The no field film taken in the absence of a magnetic 

field in the chamber was used to test the straightness of the beam 

tracks against multiple scattering in the chamber. Results of 

measurements on no-field beam tracks have been described in section 

Scanning was done throughout by a physicist and a scanner. 

Figure 8 shows the fiducial volume chosen for the purpose of scanning. 

The volume corresponds to view 2 as seen by the camera 2, 'Which is 
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the most syrrnn.etric of all the three views. In choosing the fiducial 

volume, the following considerations ~re given; min:imum loss of 

events, provision for good observations in all the three views, 

possibilities for accurate reconstruction of events by making use 

of the correction coefficients for optical distortion, max:imum length 

of secondary tracks measureable for events near the boundary of the 

fiducial volume and facilities to observe r' s and V01 s decaying 

inside the chamber. The fiducial volume thus chosen was approx:imately 

54t% of the volume as seen by camera 2. From a preliminary scan it 

was found that about 5% of the events were outside the fiducial 

volume. 

The projected fiducial volume wa.s divided into six vertical and 

six horizontal zones. The zone numbers of each event recorded during 

scanning indicated the location of the interaction; the first nwnber 

gave the vertical position of the beam track at the beginning of the 

chamber and the second number gave the position of the interaction 

along the axis of the chamber. 

An event was accepted if it was in the fiducial vol·ume, provided 

that the beam track entered san.ewhere through the bottom edge of the 

fiducial volume·. The films were scanned in views 1 and 2 "While the 

third view could always be projected for checking in case of doubt. 

Scanning was done for all types of interactions, 2, 4, 6, 8 prongs. 

Infonnation recorded on the scanning sheets were i frame number of 

the film, the event number in the particular frame, the zone numbers 



of the event, the prong size and any secondary interaction. In 

addition, the following cases of interest were looked for and 

entries made in corresponding columns of scanning sheets: 

Stopping tracks 

0 
Assoc:ia.ted r's and V 's 

Charsed decays cv=, n-~-e) 

Associated ~ctron pair. 

Besides cases of flipping of tracks of an event from. one view to 

another or an event which was not measureable because it was 

30 

either too faint or had a secondary track which was too short and 

straight, were also noted in the remarks. Proton tracks were 

identified ~erever possible by visual examination of ionisation 

density up to a momentum of about 1300 MeV/c. 

2.10 Scanning Efficiency 

A complete scan of all the films f!J3.Ve 5795 four prong events. 

Nine of these films were rescanned. Any discrepancy about the 

topology of an event in scan and rescan was resolved by a check 

scan. An est:ima.te of scanning efficiency was made fran the 

following informa. tion in Table 2. 



Table 2 

Scan Results of 4 Prang Events 

(9 Films with double scan) 

No. found in No. found in 
first scan second scan 

3553 3542 

Average scanning efficiency = 96-9% 

No. Common to 
both scans 

3432 

Est~ted number of 4 prong events in the whole 

lot of films = 5980 

3lo 

In the above estimation it has been asswned that the events 

are missed random:cy (Burhop, 1962). It is further assumed that the 

efficiency of a given observer is a constant quantity. These 

assumptions are well justified in this case because a four prong 

interaction is much easier to observe than a low multiplicity 

interaction or special type of interactions such as charged or 

neutral decays. 
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2.ll labelling 

'lhe topology of a four prong event is described by the code 

+ 03010 which :implies no V , three positive secondary tracks, no v-, 
0 

one negative secondary track and no V for the event. On each view 

the items of measurement are the fiducial marks, points and tracks. 

IJhe measurement of each item consists of its label followed by one 

or more coordinate sequences. 'lhe labels are convenientzy chosen 

in keeping with the requirements of the computer programs. 

For the four prong events it was not found necessary to do any 

previous labelling on the scan tables. The events were labelled 

as they were measured by the operators. Care was taken to keep the 

identity of the tracks fran one view to another. Information from 

scan tables was consul ted for stopping or identified tracks. 

2.12 Measurement 

General 

For every 4 prong event an average of 45-50 coordinate pairs 

(x,y) were measured in each of the three views. The coordinates 

were those of - four fiducial crosses, the interaction vertex and 

8-9 evenzy spaced points along the length of' each track. In some 

cases, the curvature along the track of a slow particle could be 

seen to change significant]¥ due to multiple scattering. For these 

cases care was taken to measure only that part of the track near the 

apex where the curvature was essentially constant. 'lhis was because 

the geometry program 'lhresh, which was used, does not take energy 



loss into account, consequent~ accurate reconstruction af a track 

which is measured through an angle greater than 150° is not possible. 

For stopp:ing tracks of very short range o~ the coordinates of the 

end-points were measured. 'llle momentum of these tracks was 

detenn:ined in the k:inema.tics program Grind, after a mass assignment 

had been made, by making use of known range-mcmentum data which are 

supplied in the title of the program. In the case of a stopp:ing 

track with measureable curvature, both the end-point as well as a 

number of points along the track were measured. This provided two 

calculations to be made for the momentum, one from the curvature 

and the other from the range. After a check for canpatibility af 

the two independent values, a weighted average was taken for use 

in the analysis prog~s. 

2.13 Machines 

IJhree machines were used for measuring the events. Two of the 

machines used the well-known technique of counting Moire fringes 

for digitising x and y motion. These two were designed and built 

within the department. 'lhe third machine was a Coventry Gauge and 

Tool Instrument fitted with Hilger and \6 tts mechanical digitiser. 

The machines have been described in two theses fran this group 

(Briggs, 1966; Kitchen, 1967). 'llle least count of each machine 

was 2.5 microns. A 4 prong event took, on an avemge, 12-15 minutes 

to measure :in the mach:ines. 



CHAPTER 3 

Ana1ysis of' the Events 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter a description is given of' the processes of' 

data analysis, identification and classif'icatio·n of' the f'our 

prong events. In the process of' data analysis the paper tape 

output f'ran the measuring machines serve as the basic data f'or the 

geometrical reconstruction and kinematical f'itting of' the events. 

A chain of' computer programs, Reap-Thresh-Grind-Slice-Sumx is used 

in the analysis. Figure 9 shows the scheme of' analysis in a block 

diagram. Except f'or Reap the rest of' the programs are the -well

known CERN library programs "Which -were used by each of' the 

collaborating groups. In the analysis performed by the Ilurtla.m 

group all comp·uting except f'or Reap and Sumx was made by the IBM 

7044 computer at the University of' Glasgow. A short description 

about the main purpose of' each of' the programs is given below:-

3.2 Reap 

Tb.e main purpose of' Reap is to process the raw measurements 

coming f'rom the measuring tables and prepare the input f'or the next 

program 'lhresh. For each event, the program reads, decodes and 

sorts the data relevant to it. The Reap program used in the present 

work was written by H. Halliwell f'or the Elliott 803 computer of' 

the University of' D.nham. The program has the following provisions:-
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(i) 'lhe operator needs to punch the full length of the event 

title only once at the beginning of the first event; the 

program retains the parts of the title which are common to 

all other events. In this way, usually the frame number only 

has to be punched from event to event. 

(ii) Any fault in measurement of a point or a track either due to 

an operator's mistake or failure in the counting system can be 

rectified simply by remeasuring the point or the track. This 

is allowed even after the completion of a viel-T as long as the 

character sign:i.f'ying the end of the event is not punched. Also 

any mistake in typing the labels can be corrected by typing 

again; the program recognises only the last two characters as 

a legal label. 

(iii) The progr.am also keeps a check on the number of points measured. 

'lhus a view is rejected if less than three fiduc±als have been 

measured. An optional check can also be made about the quality 

of measurements. This is done by calculating the dev:ia.tions of 

the measured points on a track from a fitted pambola. 'nlis 

allows badly measured events to be detected at the earliest stage 

and so can be rem.easured before a particular film leaves the 

measuring table. 

The output from Reap consists of a paper tape in Ferranti code 

with the ordered Thresh input data and a second tape which gives a 

summary of the measurements. 



:;. 3 ~resh: Reconstruction of events. 

The output from Reap is processed through the geometry program 

Thresh. A detailed description of 'lllresh is given by F. Bru;yant 

(T.C. Progr.am Library, C.E.R.N.). 

All po:lnts measured on the film have corresponding points 

in the chamber sp:~.ce. The purpose of Thresh is to find the coordinates 

of those points relative to tl'E chamber reference system and to 

describe the whole event in space. 'llle program is supplied with 

sane experiment dependent quantities such as the coordinates of 

standard fiducial system and the cameras, characteristics of the 

optical media and tolerances for measurements etc. This infoDmation 

is entered in the title blocks of the program. The title blocks 

used in the present work were the same as those in the 6 prong 

analysis. 

Spatial reconstruction of an event is done in the following wa.y:

The film measurements are transformed to the chamber reference 

system through the following stages -

(xi,yi) 

(Xj_,Yj_) 

film measurements in fringes 

Tra.nsfozmed coordinates in the z::O 

reference plane in the optic axis s,ystem 

and in chamber units - corrected for 

linear distortion due to film stretch and 

non-orthogonality of the axis of the 

measuring machines. 



(X, Y) 

(X, Y, Z) 
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In the z=O plane, corrected for 

distortions due to lens and film tilt. 

Coordinates in Chamber space. 

After reconstruction, for each track 'nlresh gives curvature, 

dip angle and az:imuth angle and their associated errors. The 

uncertainty of the track variables is due to errors of the measuring 

machines and contributions from Coulomb scattering. The uncertainty 

of coordinates measured by Durt:La.m maChines is about 5 microns. 'lhis 

constant error was propagated through all the space reconstruction 

and save the uncertainties of the derived quantities. 'nle uncertainties 

due to Coulomb scattering depend on the mass of the particle. As 

Thresh is mass independent, the multiple scattering effects were 

included at a later stage. 

The output from Thresh is a b:ina.ry tape which served as the 

input for the next ana.lysis program, Grind. 

3· 4 Kinematic .Anal.ysis : Grind 

'nle geanetry output fran Thresh goes next into the Kinematic 

program Grind. 'lhe main purpose of Grind is to test the different 

hypotheses for possible explanation of an event by a statistical fit 

to the given data. 

As in 'lhresh, a Grind Title containing information about 

exper:imental-dependent quantities was prepared by the collaboration. 

The Title had a number of blocks containing information about 
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characteristics of the incident particle beam, magnetic field matrix, 

the labelling schane used, the mass hypotheses to be tested at a 

vertex, convergence criteria in the iterations to be p:!rform.ed by 

the progmm. 

In its original form, Grind was too big for the IBvl 7044 

canputer used at Glasgow. It was split into two parts, C Grind 

and D Grind. C Grind mainly computes the momenta for each track 

with the help of the magnetic field matrix given in the title and 

outputs a binary tape containing momenta, dip, az:imuth and projected 

length of' each tmck with their associated eiTors as well as a cow 

of the program titles. 'lhis binary tape is used as input to the 

hypothesis testing part of the program, D Grind. 

'lhe purpose of D Grind is to make mass assignments for each 

tmck according to the hypotheses list as given in the Title and 

to output the results of such assignments. 

To describe an event canpletely, the momentum vector and the 

mass of each tmck at each vertex have to be known. 'lhe momentum 

vectors are measured for all seen tmcks. If a track is too short 

its momentum vectors may not be completely known while for neutml 

particles deceying outside the chamber, these are completely 

unknown. '!he masses are not measured but usually there is only 

a limited number of possible values for each tmck. 

An event must satisfy the conservation of mcmentum and energy. 

At an interaction vertex, for n outgoing particles, four constraint 



equations can be written as 

n 
Epx= E pi cos Ai cos ~i p cos A cos ~ = o 

n 
Epy = E pi cos Ai sin ~i p cos A sin If> = 

Ii 
Ep = E p. sin A. 

X l. l. 

EE = f .J p~ + m2 
l. i 

p sin A= 0 

(./p2 + m2 + M) = 0 

0 

where p, A, Cl> and m are the mcmentum., dip, az:imuth and mass the 

incident particle (in units C = 1), p., J,,, ~. and m. are those of 
l. l. l. l. 

the outgoing particles and M is the mass of' the target Jarticle. 

As the distributions of the eiTors on p is not Gaussian, values 

of 1/p are used instead in the computations. 

The raw measurements of the momentum vectors will not fulf'ill 

these constraints exact~. Slight adjustments of the measured 

quantities must be made for this purpose. Th~est values of the 

variables are found by an iterative procedure for a least squares 

fit. 

The fitted values must necessari~ be small. The extent to 

which the measured variables are adjusted is given by the well-

known expression: 

_ \'(fitted variable - measured variable) 2 

- L variance of measured variable 

Obvious~, the fitted values are those ·which satisfy the constraint 

equations and also min:imise the expression for X2
• 
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For no neutral particle in the final state, there is no unknown 

quantity and all the variables are constrained through all the four 

equations. One has four degrees of freedom and the fit obtained is 

called a 'four constraint fit '• 

If one neutral particle with an assigned mass is assumed to 

be present in the final state, then the first three equations are 

used to solve for the three unknown parameters, {p, "A and Ill ) of 

of this particle, leaving the fourth equation for a constraint fit. 

One has only one degree of freedan in this case and the fit obtained 

is called a 'one constraint fit '• Obviously for two or more neutral 

particles in the final state, the number of unknowns becomes more 

than the number af' constraint equations. No fit can be obtained in 

such cases. 

As the number of hypotheses to be treated per event can be very 

large {16 in the present case), D Grind makes an early check on the 

hypotheses which are tenable and abandons those which are untenable 

on the basis of some non-convergence criteria. This is done to save 

Computer t:ime as the aritlunetic involved per hypothesis is very 

large. 

For each event processed, D Grind gives a complete c~ of the 

event parameters and the geanetry input to the program. For each 

' hypotheses which has been successfully fitted, it gives the masses 

involved in the hypothesis, the fitted and unfitted values of the 

momenta, dip and az:imuthal angle. Also output are the errors on 



the fitted and unfitted quantities and the number of iterations 

perfonn.ed to obtain the fit. For each fit, the value of X2 and 

the number of degrees of freedom are also printed so that the 

goodness of a fit IrRY be judged. 

Finally, at the end of calculations on an event, a surmnary 

bank is printed which gives the details of all fits attempted, 

whether successful or not and the reason for failure otherwise. 

The summary bank also gives for each hypothesis attempted, the 

momentum vectors of a missing track, the missing energy and the 

missing mass squared with their associated errors. 

In addition to the paper print output, the D Grind results 

are written on a binary tape. For each successful hypothesis, 
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D Grind produces a slice card which keeps a record of the event 

number and the hypothesis number. 'lhese slice cards and the binary 

tape are subsequently used for further processing in the next 

program SLICE. However, before going over to Slice, a Grind library 

tape is progressively built up with more and more events. 

3.·5 Slice : Pre-statistical Anal.ysis 

The result of Kinematic analysis in Grind is generally one or 

more interpretations of an event and for each interpretation, the 

mass and the track J;Brameters of each of the outgoing particles are 

given with their errors and correlations. 
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After an interpretation of an event has been accepted on the 

basis of track ionisation and X2 cuts, the corresponding Slice card 

is chosen. At this stage the program SLICE is called upon to 

perform sane physical analysis on a single event basis. The object 

of the program is to process the output tape from Grind and to 

produce a data summary tape (DST) for the next statistical progr.am 

Sumx. 

The DST contains the general infonnation about an event (i.e. 

momenta, energies and angles) together with, for example, any 

effective mass values called for by the programmer. 

Also SLICE will include NOFIT events on the DST if this is 

required provided the identities of the charged particles are known. 

Th.ese are supplied through the ionisation estimates made at the 

scanning table in conjunction with the measured momenta. 'Jhen 

missing masses, effective masses etc. can be determined and 

:Included for the NO FIT events. 

3.6 Sumx : Statistical Ana1rsis 

'nle last stage in the analysis program is to extract statistical 

information from the lar~ number of events processed through the 

earlier programs. Sumx is a computer prog:m.m. for analysing statistical 

data. The purpose of the program is to digest the information about 

the large number of events contained in the lata Swnmary Tapes and 

to compile this information into histograms, two-dtmensional scatter 



plots, lists and ordered lists or to find mean values and 

variances. T.he prog~ has the facility to select subsets of 

events according to sane criter:ia. defined in control cards. 

Facilities are also provided for adding routines fran the user 

when quantities not immed:ia.tezy available need to be canputed. 

3·7 Error Estimation in ~resh and Grind 

Each track that is reconstructed in space has three independent 

var:ia.bles, 1/p (curvature), ~ (az:imuth) and A (dip angle). ~e 

variables are conveniently chosen as the errors on these are 

Gaussian. After finding these track parameters for the fitted 

helix, thresh also calculates the errors associated with each af 

them. T.he magnitude of these errors, kno'Wll as internal errors, is 

calcuJ.ated according to the experimental lack of smoothness with 

which the reconstructed points define a given track. 

Before an event is passed into the fitting program, severity 

of the internal errors is judged by ccmparing them against another 

set of errors, the external errors. ~ese are the errors expected 

on a track of length L When the avera@e measuring error on a 

projected sagitta is fa. T.hey are s;!ven by 
1 ~-0 

(~ -P )EXT = 2 (L cos"A) 

= 6/(cos2 "A + • 01) fo/L 

4 f
0 

= L Cos}\ 



where f is related to a, the standard error on measurement of a 
0 

point and is given by f ~1.5 a. As the setting accuracy on a 
0 
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point with the IEP machines laS about 2 to 3 fringes, a was taken 

to be about 5 microns. Taking the magnification fran the 

1 
chamber to film which was of the order of 

15
, the value of f

0 
was 

set at 100 microns in the analysis programs. 

If the internal errors are found to be greater than 3 t:imes 

the external errors, an appropriate error word is fl.a~ed against 

the track. For example, error words 100, 40, 20 would indicate 

these situations in respect of tile :internal errors on Jjp, A and ~ 

respective]¥. Besides the error word 200 would indicate that three 

t:imes the external error on 1/p laS greater than 1/p itself, which 

is like]¥ to happen in case of a bad:cy measured track. Other 

error words, 1000 and 4000 are flagged in cases of non-convergence 

in Thresh or fault :in Thresh respective]¥. 

The external errors (rather than internal) are used in Grind. 

Furthezmore :in the fitting procedure because of the overall 

constra:ints that are imposed, these errors are some'What redll.ced. 

3.8 Rejection of events 

Look:ing at these error words one can judge the goodness of 

measurement for every individual event and decide whether the event 

is to be considered for the given interpretations or to reject it 

for re-measurement. In the present work, the events were sorted 

out for re-measurement on the basis of the following criteria. which 



were decided in the coll.aboraticn: 

(a) Error words 20, 40 or 100 

(b) II II 

II II 

II II 

(c) II II 

(d) II II 

II II 

120(= lOO + 20) 

140(= 100 + 40) 

160(= 100+40+20) 

200 

1000 

>1000 

) 
) 
) 

l 

not serious unless on more 

than one track.. 

not serious if manentum 

<400 MeV/c 

or dip >160°1; otherwise, 

remeasure. 

not serious on beam track or 

short stopping track; others 

re-measure. 

same condition as at (b) 

re-measure. 

About 40% of the events failed in the first measurement according 

to the above criteria and were measured again. 

3·9 The no-field film 

The determination of curvature of a track is subject to er.rors 

due to measurement and multiple scattering. The errors due to these 

two effects are taken into account in the analysis program. In 

order to investigate any other unknown sources of error, measurements 

were made on a no-field film. On this film exposures were taken 

when there was no magnetic field in the chamber except for a small 

residual field of 4 ± 2 Gauss. 

The film had about 200 frames which were scanned for any 
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interactions in the horizontal zones 5 and 6 {c.f. fjgure 8) of 

the fiducial volume. This provided 62 interaction vertices for 

which the average projected length of the beam tracks was about 

4o em. To obtain more statistics 69 additional beam tracks in 

dii'ferent frames were selected. Each of these additional tracks 

had an associated delta ray which made a smrp intersection with 

the beam tmck sanewhere in the said scarming zones. 'nl.is point 

of intersection could be measured as a labelled point as an 

interaction vertex. Measurements were then mde on both sets of 

the tracks as zero-prong events in all the three views. The 

events were reconstructed by the geometry programme Thresh. 93 

of the tracks were successfully reconstructed the rest were rejected 

due to bad measurements. 

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the curvature of the no

field beam tracks. The distribution, though ccmpatible with 

errors due to measurement and multiple scattering, has a mean value 

significantly different fran zero. This is 

1/P = +(0.7 ± 0.2) x l0-5 em-~ 

which is in an opposite sense to the curvature, - 8o.76 x l0-5cm-~, 

of the 5 GeV/c beam tracks in the magnetic field of 13.46 Kilo Gauss 

in the chamber. The maximum detectable momentum is therefore about 

560 GeV/ c. The expected curvature of the no-field 5 GeV/ c beam 

tracks due to the residual magnetic field of the chamber is 

-(2.4 ± 1.2) x l0-7cm-~ which is only 0.02% of the curvature of 

the field tracks and is negligible. 
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The observed curvature of the no-field tracks is a systematic 

error and may perhaps be attributed to the distortion of the liquid 

hydro8en during the expansion process in the chamber. In order to 

investigate any particular regi·on of the chamber which could 

possiblY be associated with the distortion, the chamber space was 

divided into three regions each of width about 8 em along the Y 

direction and the tracks were grouped accordingly. The distribution 

of curvature (figure 11.) for each group does not show any significant 

cha.n8e from the overall mean value. It was thus concluded that there 

was no particular region of turbulence. 

The distortion tended to reduce the curvature of the in-field 

beam tracks by about 0.8% which produced an over-est~tion in the 

measured momenta of these tracks by the same amount. Grind however, 

used a weighted average of the beam momenta in its fitting procedure 

so that the effect of the distortion on the incident mOII'Entum was 

insignificant. In the case of the secondary tracks of a typical 

four-prong event, where the avemge manentwn of a track is 1. GeV/c, 

the small effect of the distortion is covered up in the X2 fitting 

process, though this effect might have been reflected in the X2 

distributions of the fitted hypotheses. 

3.10 The X2 fit of hyPOtheses 

Each time Grind made a successful fit the goodness of fit was 

indicated by chi square {X2 
). The magnitude of X2 depended on how 

big the differences between the fitted and the measured values were 
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(c. f. section 3· 4). The value of X2 correspond:ing to a given number 

of degrees of freedom is converted into a probability by us:ing the 

theoretical X2 distribution Which is given by 
n 

( 2) ""'2 -1 2/ 
f(X2) dX2 =X e-X 2 d.X2 

2n/2r(n/2) 

where n is the number of degrees of freedom and r is the Gamma function. 

'!he X2 values of 6 and 24 which were the upper l:llnits chosen as 

criteria for selection of lC and 4C fits correspond to probabilities 

of , 9143 and • 00005 and respectively. The X2 distribution for a set of 

events of a given constraint type should follow the corresponding 

theoretical distribution and deviations from this distribution would 

indicate wrong assignment of the eiTors of the input parameters. 

In Figures 12 and 13 are shown the experimental X2 distributions 

for 4C and lC fits. Both the distributions are biased towards higher 

values. 'lhe t..c X2 distribution has a mean value f. ~~1 instead of the 

expected value of 1, the dev:iation between the two values here, is 

smaller than in the case of the 4C distribution. T.hete higher mean 

values :in both the cases indica ted that the eiTors of the input 

p:Lrameters -were systematically small. Distributions showing the same 

high mean values of X2 were obtained by other members of the collabora-

tion in the present analysis, and is probably due to an underest:imate 

of the eiTor f , on the projected sagitta Which has been set at 100~. 
0 

A more realistic estimate is 125 ~· However, the use of the lower 

value does not :introduce any significant biases. 
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3.11 Event Identification : 4 Prong Events 

The possible reaction channels for four prong events are: 

lt+p ...... p+Jt++n++Jt- (1) 

...... p+n + +n + +:n:-+n° (2) 

...... n++n++n++1t-+N (3) 

...... p+ 1£ + +n + +Jt-+Tlo (4) 

...... p + n++K++r (5) 

...... p+ n:++n++n:-+nJt0 ,~2 (6) 

...... Jt++n++Jt++lr-+Nffl.n:0 ,~1 (7) 

Another channel of the ~e n++p ...... p+n++n:++n:-~0 was later rejected 

from consideration as the missing mass spectra did not show any 

significant peak at the mass of the m0 • 

Events of type (6) and (7) with more than one neutral particle 

are classed as no fit events. 

Events of type (1) and (5) are of the four constraint type and 

those of types (2), (3) and (4) are of the one constraint type. For 

these events, there were 16 possible hypotheses corresponding to 

proton and kaon mass assignments for the different tracks, as shown 

in table ,_ 

For each event, the printed output fran Grind contained the 

following infonna.tian: 

(a) The output from C Grind which gave the coordinates of stopping 

points and the primary vertex as also the momentum, dip and 

azimuth of each track with their associated errors. 
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SCheme of HYpotheses for the 4-prong events 

Topology I Number of Order of mass I Hypothesis Nwnber I 

Constra:ints assignment 1 
I 

j{+]'(+p]'(-
! 

I 1 

I 1t+p]'(+]'(- I 2 
! p]'(+]'(+]'(-

I 3 

4C 
I ]'(-IJ<:+pr 5 

I 
K+]'(+pr 6 

]'(+pK-IJ<:- 7 
I K+p]'(-IJ<:- 8 

I p]'(it<:"'K- 9 
pK+]'(-tr 10 

03010 

]'(+]'(+p1t-]'(o 101 

]'(+p]'(+,t-]'(0 102 

p]'(+]'(+]'(-]'(0 103 

]'(+]'(+]'(+]'(~ 104 

lC ]'(+]'(+p]'(-,p I 111 

I 1C+p]'(+]'(-T)o 112 I 

I 
p]'(+1(+]'(-lf I 113 I 

]'(+]'(+P]'(-wo 114 

]'(+p]'(+]'(-Wo 115 

pj(+]'(+]'(-wo 116 
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(b) For each hypothesis tried, the fitted and unfitted values of 

momentum, dip and azimuth of each track with their errors, 

the X2 of the fit and the corresponding probability, the 

square of the missing mass and its error and also a summary 

bank of all the fits attempted whether successful or not. 

For each event, Grind usually produced results far more than 

one fit, the number depended on the magnitude of the errors of 

measurement. Before making a final choice of the interpretations, 

the output from grind was comJBred with the film. projected on the 

scannd.::1g table. There were two considerations to make in an event 

identification. One was the bubble density of the tracks and the 

other was the kinematical information as mentioned in (b) above. 

Bubble density 

Bubble density, D is defined as the number of bubbles per unit 

length of track nonna.lised to minimum ionising tracks. 'Ihe 5 GeV/ c :rr+ 

beam tracks ionise at min:imum. Bubble density is a function of the 

velocity of a JBrticle ~c. For low velocities the nanwalised bubble 

1 
density can be written as D = 132 (P.:eyrou, 1960). For any mass 

assignment, the bubble density of a track is given by 

m2 
D=l+ ::2 p 

where p = monentum and m is the assigned mass 

"11. is the angle of dip of the track. 

For each track Grind computes the projected bubble density which 

is D and offers a means of testing the correctness of a fit by 
Cos1\ 
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check:ing the cc:mputed density in the actual picture. 

Fran a sample of fitted events, bubble densities of proton, kaon 

and positive pion tracks dipping at small angles (< 30°), have been 

plotted against the fitted values of momenta (Figure 14). 'lhe graphs 

show that at about 1300 Mev/c of momentum, the proton ionisation is 

about 1. 4 against the pion ionisation of 1. It was thus found 

possible to distinguish between the proton and pion tracks up to 

1300 Mev/c. Between 1300 and 1500 Mev/c, the proton ionisation 

decreases to about 1.3 and depending on the picture quality it was 

sc:met:imes possible to identify a proton track up to 1500 Mev/ c. 

Above 1500 Mev/ c, the proton ionisaticn approaches the pion ionisation 

and becomes indistinguishable. A pion track ionises at min~um from 

about 4oo Mev/ c "While for a kaon the corresponding momentum is 700 

Mev/ c. 'lhe effect of dip is to make an apparent increase in ionisation 

and this fact was taken :into consideration :in deciding about tracks 

with appreciable dip. 

+ -About 1% of the 4 prong events were found to be K K events, 

that is of type (5 ). Most of these K+K- events were identified by 

the fact that the negative track had to be denser than would be the 

case with a negative pi meson, provided that the momentum was less 

than 700 Mev/ c. For very slow tracks (momentum < 100 Mev/ c) 

distinction between different particles by ionisation is not possible. 

'lhese cases were decided by kinematics and the observed range of 

the track. 'lhe following procedure was adopted in making an event 

iden tif ica t ion. 
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Looking at the picture of an event, each of the three positive 

tracks was weighted as either 2, 1 or 0 to make up a 'proton code' 

for the event; 2 for a definite proton, 1 for a possible proton 

and 0 for definitely not a proton. This weighting was done b,y 

visually examining the densities of the tracks against the momenta 

and dip angles as given in the geometry record (C Grind output 

passed on to D Grind). 'nle weight 2 could be given for a sufficiently 

dark track if its momentum did not exceed 1300 Mev/c and provided 

that its dip was not too high. With the weight 2 given for any one 

track, the other two tmcks are weighted as 0,0. In events 'Where 

no definite proton could be identll'ied by ionisation, the tracks 

were weighted as 1 or 0 according as the ma:nentum was greater or 

less than 1300 Mev/ c. Some tracks had large dip angles and this 

fact was taken into consideration :in deciding about a proton code. 

Once a proton code for an event was determined only fits consistent 

with the code vrere considered and accepted if the fits also fell 

within the limits af' Chi square. Events in 'Which none of the 

attempted hypotheses agreed with the proton code were rejected as 

no fit events. 

The percentage of events in the 4C and lC channels selected 

on the basis of different codes is shown in the Table 4. 
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Percentage of Events (according to Proton Code) 

Code 4C lC lC no-fit (without neutron) (neutron) 

Definite proton 20.2 27·3 - 10.2 

Possible proton 5-6 9.8 2. 2 11.2 

No proton - - 3·2 10.3 

It can be seen that in the 4C channel there were about 4 times 

as many events in the 'definite proton' code as there were in the 

'possible proton 1 code while in the lC channel this factor was 

about 3• In the neutron cha.rmel about 60 per cent events 1.ere in 

the 'no proton' codes. No-fits were approx:ima.tely in the same 

proportion in all the three codes. '!he above statistics have been 

taken frc.m a sample of about 2000 events and it shows the use of 

a proton code in an event interpretation. The proton code can also 

be used with the no-fit events (c.f. Section 3.5). 

'nle second criterion considered in selecting a hypothesis for 

an event was the value of chi square of the fit corresponding to 

the hypothesis. For the 4C fits the criterion was X2 =C 25 and for 

the lC fits the criterion was X2 
.;; 6. These criteria were the same 

as used in the analysis of the 6 prong events in this experiment and 

also in the analysis of the 4 GeV/c n+p interactions by the ABBHM 
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collaboration, 1966. No criterion for 'missing mass' was 

introduced at this stage of checking the Grmd output on the scan 

table until Ja ter "When the missing mass spectra were examined and 

appropriate cuts were applied to make a final classification of 

the events in the various 4C and lC Channels {c.f. Section 3.12). 

In case of ambiguity bet~reen a 4C fit and a lC fit, the 4C fit 

was preferentially chosen as suggested by Fake calculations {Iunch, 

1962). 'lhe fraction of events in the 4C sample, chosen in this 

way in preference to lC (Jt0 ) fits, was about 15%. 

3.12 Missing Mass Spectra 

For each hypothesis Grind canputed the square of the missing 

mass MM2 which is given by (in units C= 1) 

= 
"Where E and p are the missing energy and the missing momentum. For 

a lC fit MM2 is expected to correspond, with:ln errors, to the square 

of the mass of the neutral particle { Jt0 , n, TJ0 ) entering into a 

hypothesis while for the 4C fits, the distribution of MM2 should 

have a sharp peak centred around zero. 

4C Fits 

· The 4C fits constituted about 23% of the total events including 

+-about 1% of the K K events, i.e. of type (5). Figure 15(a) shows 

the distribution of the square of the missing mass corresponding to 

these events. The distribution shows a small shift from zero which 
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was not considered to have aey significant effect on the dynamical 

parameters of the events. At SLICE level, the criterion on MM2 for 

a 4C fit was 

MM2 
- 2 6 MM2 < O. 0 < MM2 + 2 6 ~ Gev2 

As the error l:l!IM2 was large for the events near the edges of the 

distribution, the above condition retained all the 4C fits :in the 

Inrham sample :in the final classification. Only 6 events @JlVe 

double fits with respect to the hypotheses 1, 2 and 3 while one 

event was ambiguous between the hypetheses 2 and 8. These few 

ambiguities were resolved by tak:ing the hypothesis with the smaller 

X2 value. 

As the error on miss:ing mass is sometimes very large ( ... 0.3 GeV) 

it becomes difficult to determ:ine whether an extra n° is possible :in 

a 4C fit. Since a fraction of 15~ of the 4C fits was chosen :in 

preference to lC n° fits on the predicticns of Fake calculations, an 

attempt was made to test the purity of the 4C sample from a stud¥ of 

the transverse momentum unbalance in an event. 'lhis -was based on 

the following considerations. 

Hig:t energy tracks {momentum > 1 GeV/ c) are emitted at small 

angles. A high energy miss:ing track is certain to be observed in 

the fitting procedure. The average momentum of the n°'s produced 

-was"" 1 GeV/c. 'lhe n° 1 s 'Which are produced at manenta lower than 

the average value are emitted at larger angles, so that the error 

on the longitudinal mcmentum {X-momentum) will be canparatively 
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larger than the er.ror on the transverse momentum. '!he transverse 

momentum has two canponents, the Y-component which is parallel to 

the w:indows and the Z-canponent which is parallel to the camera 

axis. Due to stereo reconstruction one would expect the Y-camponent 

to be more reliable than the Z-component. 

Figure 16{a) show a distribution of the manentwn unbalance :in 

the Z direction and Figure 16(b) show the distribution af the 

momentum unbalance in the Y direction for a sample of the 4C fits. 

'!he momentum unbalance IPyl is mostly limited to 50 Mev/c and is 

better than the I Pz I unbalance. 

IJlle momentum unbalance IPy I of the 4C fits may be compared with 

Figure 16(c) which shows a distribution af the Y-momentum of the 

fitted n°'s in a sample of unambi~ous events. The distribution is 

fairly smooth and is fitted by a normal distribution curve with a 

X2 probability "'51%. The average Py of the n° 's is (90 ± 12) Mev/ c. 

As can be seen, a fraction of on]¥ 15% of the n° 's produced have IPy I 
<; 50 Mev/c. Besides the absence of any significant deviation fran 

the smooth distribution in the regicn IPyl .c 50 Mev/c suggests that 

there is very little cantam:ination of rr.0 events in the 4C sample. 

lC(~) fits 

'.Ihe fraction of events initially selected in this channel i.e. 

without applying any criterion for MM2 was about 29% including a 

fraction of 4% which were ambiguous with either a neutron or an rf 

fit. The events which were ambiguous between n° and TJ0 fits were 



mostly unambiguous in the assignment of the proton track. Figure 

15(b) shows the distribution of ~ corresponding to the 1r0 fits 

including the ambiguous events. The distribution shows a peak 

at about o. 02 GeV which corresponds to the square of the JJ mass. 

The distribution is, however, broad and considering the ambiguities 

present, not all these events are genuine 1f.
0 events, particularly 

those with large~. As the errors assoc:ia.ted with MM2 were large, 

the criterion chosen to get a purer sample of rr.0 events was 

- 0.12 ~ MM2 < 0.12 Gev2 

Under this criterion about 85% of the events in the above plot 

were classified as rr.0 events. The use of the above criterion was 

justified by the fact that of the events rejected by the criterion 

on~ 1% ~ve rise to an m signal while of those retained by it the 

fraction which ccntributed to the w sigml was abrut 20%. It was 

further estUlliated that not more than 5% events were lost in this 

way and those final~ classified as rr.0 events did not have a contamina

tion of more than 5% from other channels. 

lC (neutron) fits 

Figure 15{c) shows the distribution of the square of the missing 

mass for events with a neutron fit. '!he events were selected on the 

basis of ionisation and the kinematical fit criterion, X2 ~ 6. About 

60% of the events in this distribution belonged to the 'no proton' 

ionisation code (c. f. Table 4). About a third of the events which 
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were ambiguous, mostly with 1)0 fits and a few with JfJ fits, were 

selected on the highest X2 probability. The distribution of MJl 

is brood and does not show any sharp peak in the region of the 

neutron mass because of the eiTors of measurement. To reduce 

contamination, the following critericn for MM2 was used 

0.66 < MM2 < 1.20 GeV2 

Under this criterion, 85~ of the events, "Which fitted the 

neutron hypothesis, were classified as neutron events. The fraction 

of events thus classified constituted about 9~ of the total 4 prong 

events. If a more severe cut at X2 < 4 is applied, the distribution 

of ~ peaks at the neutron mass and under the above criterion for 

~ about 8% of the 4 prong events are classified in the neutron 

Channel. The cross-section for this channel has been calculated 

on both these estimates. 

lC (yf) fits 

A fraction of 13~ of the 4 prong events gave fits to the TJo 

hypotheses on the basis of ionisation and X2 < 6. About 5% of these 

events were a.m.bigurus with neutron or 1t
0 hypotheses. About a third 

of the ambiguous events were classified in the neutron and 1t0 channels, 

on the basis of highest X2 probability. On the overall MM2 spectrum 

the 1)
0 fits produced a weak peak. Because of the lar~ measurement 

errors it was dif'ficult to separate the T)0 from the 1)0 + n( JfJ),(n > 1) 

events and considering that the 1)0 has an exper:imental width, the 

fits obtained were contaminated by spurious fits to a large and 
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uncerta.:in extent. Any estimate of the cross-section for this channel 

was considered to be unreliable at this stage. 

NO-FIT EVENTS 

The unambiguous no-fit events consistent with more than one 

miss:ing neutral particle were initially classified to be about 29'/a 

of the total sample of the 4 prong events. By :including the events 

rejected from the fi
0 and neutron fits under the criteria chosen for 

these channels, the fraction of the no-fit events rises to about 35'/a. 

The cross-section for the no-fit channel has been calculated on this 

last est:ima.te which does not :include the uncerta:in fraction of events 

which give rise to the spurious T)0 fits. 

3.13 Cross-Sections and Statistics 

IXJRHAM D\'M 

A total of 3307 four prong events were processed and recorded on 

the IB.ta SUI1111B.ry Tape (:OOT) as Durham 1 s contribution to the combined 

data of the collaboration. 'nl.is sample constituted about 54'/a of 

the total 4 prong events found in scan. An estimate has been made 

of the total and partial cross-sections by using the Duzham data which 

is then compared with the comb:ined data. The cross-section per event 

has been computed from a knowledge of the total number of frames 

scanned, the geometry of the fiducial volume and the distribution 

of the number of beam tracks per frame. By count:ing tracks in every 

tenth frame of all the films, the mean number of' beam tracks per 

frame was found to be 11.8. Corrections were made for an estlma.ted 
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muon contamination of (2 ± 1)% and an absorption of 3% of the beam 

tracks. 'nle cross-section per event on the D3T was calculated to be 

(3.32 ± 0.15) ~b. The sources of error were: 

(i) the Density of Hydrogen - 'nlis was due to the uncertainty 

in the temperature of liquid hydrogen which was taken as 

(27 ± 0.5)°K for ~ich the density was(0.0611 ± o.ooo6) gm. 

per c. c., so that the uncertainty was about 1~ 

(ii) 'nle mean number of tracks per frame: A statistical error 

of 5% was taken into ace aunt. 

(iii) Number of events: A statistical error of 1% w.s taken into 

account on the total number of events after correcting 

for scanning loss. 

Table 5 shows the number of events and the total and partial 

cross-sections for the different channels. T.he cross-section for the 

no-fit channel has been calculated by excluding the spurious 7]0 events 

due to uncertainty in the est:ima.tion of those events. 

Combined IB.ta 

Before combining the data of the six collaborating laboratories 

checks were made to test the consistency in the data presented by 

eaCh group. The total and partial cross-sections computed individually 

did not show any significant deviation from each other. The fractions 

of events in the different lC and 4C channels for each subset of 

data were fo~m.d to be consistent with eaCh other. An investigation 

of the rc+Jt-rc0 mass spectrum in eaCh subset of data showed consistency 
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TABLED 

Total and Partial Cross-sections of 4-prong events 

( ll.uha.m I8 ta) 

Number of events Cross-section ana}¥sed (mb) 

Total 4 prongs 3307 10.97 ± 0.5 

n+p ... pirtlL+j[ 768 2-55 ± 0.15 

n+p ... pll+jl+j[ n" 824 2. 74 ± 0.13 

n+p ... nll+jl+jrtlr 0.99 ± o.o4 X2 < 6 
297 

0.87 ± o.o4 X2 < 4 

n+p ... ~ 40 0.13 ± o.oo6 

NO FIT 1155 3-83 ± 0.17 
(more than one 
missing neutral 
particle) 

I 

I 



4 Prong Cross-sections (Combined Data) 

Number of events Cross- section 
analysed (mb) 

Total 4 prongs 23489 10.5 ± 0.5 

n+p ... pn-trr+Jr 6004 2.69 ± 0.17 

n+p ... pn+rrtlrn.O 6287 2.81± 0.18 

n+ p ... nrrt:rr'lr'Tr 1911 0.84 ± 0.11 

' 
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in the position, width and the contribution of the w resonance. 

Table q shows the total and partial cross-section which have 

been calculated by using a ccmbined sample of 23489 events. IJ:he 

partial cross section for the channel rc+p-tprciJ<:T has been discussed 

in Chapter 5 and the value of the cross-section has been listed in 

Table 10 along with the cross- sections for the V
0 

events. 'nle 

cross-section per plot event was calculated to be (0.44 ± 0.02)~b. 

IJ:he sources of error considered were the same as in the case of 

the llirham data. Figure 17 shmrs a plot af' the partial cross

sections in relation to sane other available data at different 

energies (Maris et al., 1963, A-B-C Collaboration, 1964 and 

A-B-B-B-H-L-M Collaboration, 1965). 

3.14 Phase Space and FOWL 

A final state interaction between two or more particles such 

as a resonance has to be recognised against a background of random.l.¥ 

associated particles. To est~te the fraction of interactions 

resulting in resonance production, 'phase space' calculations are 

made of the distribution of effective masses, four-momentum transfer, 

production angles etc. expected for various mixturesof resonance 

and background. By comparison with the experimental distributions 1 

the proportion of resonance can be estimated. 

Phase SJ;Rce is tlE total volume available in the manentum

space for an :interaction to take place and is d.etennined by energy-



momentum conservation. The Lorentz invarient phase space for n 

particles in the final state is given b,y 

rn 4 2 
R(Q, q1 •••• ~) = n [d q. B(qi -

._; i=l ~ 

Where Q is the energy-momentum four-vector of the s7Btem and q., m. 
~ ~ 

are the energy-momentum four-vector and mass of' the i-th particle. 

The differential distribution of R with respect to effective masses, 

momenta and other ccynamical quanti ties gives the phase space 

prediction for these quantities. 

FOWL 

Instead of' using the analytic method, the phase SJ:BCe distributions 

in the analysis of the V
0 

events (Chapter 5) were obtained by usmg 

the program FOWL. FOWL uses the Monte Carlo method to generate the 

required number of random events of' a given type, as specified by 

the user. Each event is given a statistical weight according to 

the phase space distribution. Rl.e distribution of the ~ical 

quantities such as the effective masses, square of the four-manentum 

transfer from the target to any other particle or group of particles 

etc. as specified in the subroutine USER are printed as normalised 

histograms. 'lhe total weiglt (WEIGHT-SUM) of the generated events 

is also printed. The program allows any production mechanism such as 

the peripheral process to be included in the calculation and produces 

any control distribution of the dynamical quantities as m.ey be 

required. Resonances can be introduced by a Breit-Wigner function 
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which increases the wei@:lt of' those events which lie within the width 

of' the resonance. The increase in WEIGHT-SUM can be varied to 

produce the required percentage of' resonance production in a given 

sample. 

The program is suitable for est:ima.ting the background under a 

resonance peak if' the distr:ibutions outside the resonance band do 

not show deviations fran the predictions of' phase space. In 

multiparticle final states often more than one resonance is produced 

and the effective mass distributions outside the resonance band 

show deviations fran phase SIBCe because of' reflections fran other 

resonances, kinematic effects and production mechanisms ~ose effects 

are largely uncertain and so cannot be simulated by the program. 

For these reasons the program was not found useful in estimating 

the background under the various resonances which are Observed in 

the four-prong channels described in chapter 4. In fact eye 

est~tions based on the distributions in the nearby bands of a 

resonance have been made in most cases. An approach can be made by 

expressing the background as a polynomial in effective mass, where 

the constants of the equation are determined empirically. This 

method works well where the re sanance of interest is seated in the 

middle of the background. 
*+!-

However, for example, the N is 

situated at the lower mass end of the effective mss distribution, 

where the lower edge of' the phase space is nearly vertical. This 

edge is dif'ficult to reproduce accurately by a polynanial and it is 



necessary to rely on estimates by eye. 

In the analysis of' the v9. events (c.f'. Chapter 5) however, 

the Fowl progmm was found suitable in estimating the background under 

the observed resonance peaks as the distributions outside the 

peak regions did now show any significant deviations f'ran the smooth 

phase space. This was because of' the fewer number of' resonances 

which are observed in any particular channel and the f'act that the 

number o:f canbinations per event in an ef'f'ective mass distribution 

is only one in most of' the strange particle channels. 

The smoothness of' the distributions produced by FOWL depends 

on the total number of' events generated. In the present analysis 

60,000 events were generated in each case and a fairly smooth 

distribut ian of' the effective mass was obta :ined. 
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CH.AP'mR4 

Observation of Resonances in the Four-prong Channels 

4.0 Introduction 

In this chapter the two populous channels of the four prong 

events 

(a ) :rrtP ... Pn+.ir+lr 

and (b) :rrtP - Pn+.ir+.!riP 

are :investigated and the resonances obseiVed in the various effective 

mass plots are described. In both.-ehannels there is abundant 

production of resonances. 

*++ 0 In channel (a) a strong production of N {1236) and p is 

observed. Besides these two resonances appreciable amounts of the 

0 + f and the A2 mesons are also observed. Evidence is found for an 

N*+( ... Pn+lr) resonance at about 1720 MeV. 

In channel (b) the domlna.nt features are the production of 

N*++(l236) and the aP. Besides these two resonances, the p meson in 

its three charged modes {p+, p0 , p-), the 1}0 , A~, A~ and the B+ 

*++ *++ mesons are also observed. {'lhe N (1236) will be denoted as N ). 

'nle production of the A2 meson in channels (a) and (b) is 

discussed with the production in the KK channels (Chapter 5) and 

the neutron channel (:rrtl? -+ nir+lr+.!r+lr). 

The :important features of the two channels (a) and (b) are: 
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(i) *++ the production of the resonances N , p0 , m0 and T)o 

preferentially at low values of It I, the squared four 

manentum transfer and 

(ii) the production of the double resonance states; the reactions 

:rrt:P-+ N*++Po and :rrtl? -+ N*++fo contribute to about 22% and 

4% of channel (a), the reactions rrtl4 N*++CJlo and 

:rrt:P -+ N*++ rf contribute to about 6% and 0. 5% of channel (b). 

4.10 Res anance Production :in charmel (a). 

*++ 0 4.11 N and p 

The two d:imensional mass plot M(Pn+) versus M(.n+rr) with t1.;ro 

points for event is shown in figure 18. A considerable accumulation 

*++ of events is observed in the N and p bands. Figure 19 shows the 

projection on the M(Pn+) axis. *++ A strang production af' the N is 

*++ observed. It is seen that the ratio of N production to the 

*++ *++ background under the N peak is about 2. 5 to 1. IJhe N 

distribution is not symmetrical but is skewed to the higher mass 

side and the peak is shifted downwards by about 10 Mev from the 

genemll.y accepted central mass value (1236 ·Mev). The solid line in 

the figure has been drawn as an eye estilna.tion of the background under 

*++ the N enhancement. This has been done by considering the smooth 

distribution in the nearby bands on either side of tile peak regions. 

The excess of events above this background is estimated to be (53±4)% 

and the cross-section for the production of ~++ is calculated to be 
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(l.43±0.l2) mb. 

It has been proposed by Jackson (l964) that the distribution 

*++ of' the mass of' a broad two partie le resonance such as the N 

70. 

and p be represented by a m.odil'ied Breit Wigner in which the width 

of' the resonance is taken as energy dependent. This modif' ied Breit 

Wigner has the form 

~) r(m) 

For the *++ 
N ' the width r(m) is given by 

r(m) r(m ) (t! a m2 + q2 
= :n: 0 

0 
0 

a m2 + q2 
:n: 

where m is the Pn+ effective mass, q is the 3-mcmentum in the Pn+ 

rest system and q the 3-momentum in the Pn+ rest system f'or 
0 

M(PII+) = m , the central mass value af the resonance. 
0 

For canpa.rison, the pn+ef'f'ective mass distributed according to 

the abcwe Breit Wigner was produced by FOWL. The parameters used 

were m = l236 Mev, r(m ) = l20 Mev and a = l.5, the average of' 
0 0 

the two Jackson values. 'lhe dotted curve is the modil'ied Breit 

Wigner distribution normalised to the number of' events above the 

background. The experimental distribution is in good agreement with 

the shape given by the Breit Wigner. 

The n+n- effective mass distribution is Shown in figure 20. A 

strong production of' the p0 is observed. As in the case of' the 
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N*++ distribution, the backgro·Wld under the p0 peak has been 

estimated by eye (solid curve). T.he dotted line is the distribution 

of the p0 mass as given by the modif'ied Breit Wigner discussed above. 

IJhe width was taken as 

r(m) = r(m ) ( .9.... \3 
0 q/ 

0 

where q is the 3-morn.entum in the rrtlr rest system, q
0 

the same at 

the central mass value m
0

• 

and r (m ) = 124 Mev. 
0 

'Jhe JBra.meters used were m = 760 Mev 
0 

'lhe experimental distribution is in good agreement with the shape 

given by the Breit Wigner. IJhe excess of events above the background 

i.s est:imated to be (52±4)% leading to a cross-section of the p0 productior 

of (1. 42±0.13) mb. 

*++ 0 Both the N and p are produced predominantly at low values of 

the squared four-momentum transfer jtj. Figure 2l(a) shows the 

fraction of N*++ and p0 which are produced over the different ranges 

of ltl values at intervals of 0.3 (GeV/c)2. More than half of the 

N*++ and the p0 are produced at ltl < 0.3 (GeV/c) 2
• 

4.12 Production of the f
0 

A broad enhancement in the f
0 

region is also observed in the :rrtlr 

mass spectrum shown in figure 20. A better signal of the f'0 is 

bt . d . ..-... . t . d d . . t. . th th N*++ o ame w.uen ~ ~s pro uce lil assoc~a ~on w~ e • 'lhis is 

shown in figure 22 in which the rrtlr mass spectrum has been drawn 

for those events in which the remaining n+ forms a Pit+ combination 
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*++ 
in the N band which is defined as 1.14 < M(P:rrt) < 1.30 GeV. 

The f
0 

is more pronounced in this figure. However an excess of' 

events is observed between the f'
0 

and p0 enhancements due to which 

the background est:imation is subject to large errors. By 

subtract:ing a background "Which is estimated by eye (solid line) 

in the mass band (1250±100)MeV, the cross-section a(f0 ~ n+n-) 
is calculated to be (0.1~0.03) mb. This value of the .. fo cross-

section is also the e st:imate of' cross- section for the double 

resonance state ~ ~ N*++ f 0
• Correcting for the unseen de~ 

mode (f0~ rfJrfJ ), the total cross-section becomes (0.17±0.05) mb. 

Another feature of the production of the f
0 

is shown in 

figure 23(a). This figure shows the :rrn- mass spectrum (under the 

N*++ restriction) :in which the direction of the n+ in the n+n-

rest system is forward with respect to the :incident pion. 'llle 

signal to background ratio is much improved in this f'ilgure. 'llle 

f
0 

distribution is s;ymm.etricaJ. and the background estimation is 

more reliable (solid line). The dotted curve is the ordinary Breit 

Wigner distribution normalised to the excess of events above this 

background. 'nle ordinary Breit Wigner has the form 

The parameters used are m0 = 1250 MeV and r = 120 MeV. By taking 

twice the number of events above the background in this figure 
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the cross-section o(f0 ~ rr+n-) ~ be esttmated as (0.24±o.o6)mb. 

This est:im.a.te is based on an assumed symmetrical distribution 

0 of the f in the over-all spectrum. This assumption is not 

supported in figure 23(b) which shows the complementary rrtlr 

mass spectrum in which the W goes backward in the rrtlr rest 

system. This assumption ~ be one reason for the discrepancy 

between the two esttmates of the f 0 cross-section. 

*++ N p° Correlation 

The scattered mass plot M(PW) versus M(:rrtlr"') in figure 18 

shows a concentration of events in the N*++ p0 overlap region. 

This indicates a strong correlation between the two resonances. 

Figure 24(a) shows the distribution of the M(Plll+) in the p0 

band i.e. under the restriction 660 < M(~ T) < 860 Mev and 

figure 24(b) shows the distribution of the M(~ ~) in the N*++ 

band i.e. under the restriction 1140 < M(Plll+) < 1300 Mev. 

From these plots it is estimated that (21±2)~ of the channel 

(a) contributes to the reaction 

n-Ip ~ N*++ Po 

and the corresponding cross-section is calculated as (0.55±0.04)mb. 

This value of the cross-section may be canpared with the results 

of other experiments which are shown in Table 7• 

The Chew-Low plot M(rrt'lr) versus It I in figure 25 shows a 

clustering of events at low It I values in the region af the p~s s. 
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B.y restricting ltl < 0.3 {GeV/c)2
, the scattered mass plot M(Prr+) 

versus M(n+Ir) is obta:ined in figure 26. As can be seen this restriction 

has a strong purify:ing effect on thes~p;J..e~ events of the type 

n+p _. N*++p0
• 'Ihe peripheral nature of this reaction is evident 

in figure 27 Which Shows the distribution of the number of events 

of the type above as a function of ltl i.e. ll.2 (rrT/p0 ). 'Ihe 

distribution shows a sharp peak at low It I values indicating a 

strong production of the p0 in the forward direction. The 

distribution over the :interval of ltl ranging from 0.05 to 0.35{GeV/c) 2 

can be fitted by an exponential of the fonn e-altl. The value of 

a obta:ined is (11. 8±0. 5) (GeV/ c f 2
• 

Besides the peripheral nature of the reaction there is also 

evidence for a small but significant contribution of antiperipheml 

events to this reaction i.e. events in Which the p0 is produced at 

high It I values or in the backward direction. 'Ihis is shown in figure 

28 which is a section of the Chew-Low plot M(Irtlr) versus ltl for 

+p *++ events of the type n _. N IMr. 'Ihis plot shows a clear evidence 

of concentm tion of events in the p0 band at high It I values. In 

a Feynman diagram these events mey be :interpreted as due to the 

exchange of a massive particle, in this case a non-stm.n.ge baryon. 
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TABLE 7 

Two-body Cross-sections (mb) -

(Corrected for unseen de~ modes) 

* 

Reaction 4 Gev/c 5 Gev/c 

i 

IrtP -+ N*++Po o.6o ± o. 05 0·55 ± 0.04 

JrtP -+ N*++ rD 0.15 ± o. 05 0.17 ± o. 05 

IrtP -+ N*++ap 0.39 ± 0.04 0.19 ± 0.02 

77· 

** 

8 Gev/c 

I 

0.43 ± 0.05 

0.18 ± 0.05 

0.10 ± 0.01 

IrtP -+ N*++ T}0 0.10 ± 0.005 0.052± 0.013 o. 034± o. 011 

* A-B-B-H-L-M Collabor.ation, Nuovo Cimento, ~' 659 (1965) 

** A-B-C Collaboration - Physics Letters, 19, 608 (1965) 
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+ 4.14 The A2 meson 

'Ihe Jrtlrtlr mass spectrum is shown in figure 29(a). The shaded 

area in the histogmm corresponds to those events in which at least 

one n+n- combination is in p band defined as 660 < M(II+ri) < 860 Mev. 

A significant enhancenent with the peak at about 1300 Mev can be seen. 

In the pii mass spectrum two peaks are generally seen, one near 1080 

Mev and the other near 1300 Mev. Tney are called the A
1 

and A2 

resonances. 'lhey have isospin I = 1. In the above figure no evidence 

is found for the A1 peak; the small excess of events in the A1 region 

is statistical]¥ insignif'icant. The absence of the A1 peak has also 

been reported recently in rr+P collision at 7 GeV/c (Slatter,y, 1967). 

'nle enhancement in the above f~ bas been identif'ied as the 

p0 rr+ decay mode of the A;. In order to produce a better A; signal 

the rr+jr'"Jr mass spectrum has been dxa.wn for those events in which 

~ *H 
no Pu- combination is in the N band which is defined as 1120 < 

M(Pn+) < 1320 Mev. 'Jhis is shown in figure 29(b ). The shaded area 

of the histog~ corresponds to those events for which there is the 

additional restriction that at least one rr+n- combination is in the 

p band. About 126 events are counted as the excess of events abOV"e 

a smooth background in the shaded histogram. A 10~ increase to this 

*++ 
number is made because of the removal of events in the N band 

(the fraction of events which contribute to the background under the 

*++ N enhancement is about 10~). On this correction the cross-section 

a(A~ ... P
0 rr+) is calculated as (63±10) llb• 'nlis value of the cross-
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section is lower by a factor of about two than the results obtained 

in same TIP experiments (Morrison, 1967). 

*+-'· 4.15 A possible N ' resonance at about 1700 Mev 

In the Prrtlr mass spectrum shown in figure 30 a small enhancement 

of the order of four standard deviation is observed at the mass val:ue 

of about 1720 Mev. In this mass region there is other evidence for 

such a resonance. For example, (Fleury, 1967) a :resonance has been 

observed in this mass region in rr+d interactions at 5 GeV/ c. In 

the above figure the number of events which contribute to the 

enhancement above a smooth background corresponds to the cross-section 

of ( 26±6) J.Lb. 

4. 20 Reso:cance Production in the channel (b) 

*++ 4. 21 N , aP and l)0 production 

~e production of these three resonances is demonstrated in the 

two d:imensional scatter plot M(Prr+) versus M(rrtlr:rfl), two points per 

event in figure 31. Concentra. tion of events is observed in the mass 

bands of the resonances. 

Figure 32 shows the projection on the M(Pn+) axis. A strong 

production of the N*++ is observed. As in the case of the channel (a), 

*++ the phase space background under the N peak has been estimated 

by eye (solid line). 'Ihe excess of events above this background is 

est~ted to be (55±4)% which corresponds to a cross-section of 

*++ 
(1.55±0.08) mb for the production of the N • 

*++ 
'Ihe N distribution 
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can be represented by the modified Breit Wigner Which has been 

discussed in section 4.11. Using the same parameters as before 

the dotted curve is obtained by normalising the Breit Wigner 

distribution to 55% of the events. 

In the n+n-no effective mass distribution shown in fi~e 33 

a strong production of the m0 and a significant production of the 

T)
0 is observed. The cross- sections for the production af' the 

m0 and T)
0 which have been estimated by counting the excess of 

events above a smooth background, are ( 0. 60±0.10) mb and ( 40±5 )~b 

(not corrected for unseen decay modes). 

*++ 0 Tne N , m and the f are produced predominantly at low 

values of the squared four-mc:mentum transfer It I• Figure 2l(b) 

shows the fraction of these resonances Which are produced over 

the ltl intervals of 0.3 (GeV/c)2
• The 1)0 is more peripheral than 

the other two resonances. 
' 

*++- 0 *++ ..() 4. 22 N - w and N - IL Correlation 

In the two dimensioml scatter plotM(Pn+) versus M(ll+n-rtO) 

(figure 31) concentration of events is observed in the N*+; m 

*++ and N - T} overlap regions. This gives evidence for the two-body 

reactions: 

(i) 

(ii) 

n-t:P ... N*++ m0 

n-t:P ... N*++ f. 
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Figure 34(a) shows the distribution of M(Plll+) in the m0 

band i.e. under the restriction 740 < M(U~ll IL0 ) < 823 Mev and 

figure 34(b) shows the distribution of M(Jo/IP) in the N*++ band 

i.e. under the restriction 1140 < M(Plll+) < 1300 Mev. From these 

distributions it is estimated (after subtracting a smooth background 

in each case) that (6±1)~ of the channel (b) contributes to the 

reaction (i) and (0.4±0.1)~ to the reaction (ii) above. The 

estimates of cross-sections (after correcting for unobserved dec~s 

of the m0 and 11°) are (0.19±0.02) mb forf.he reaction (i) and 

(0.052±0.013) mb for the reaction (ii). These values of the cross-

sections may be canpared with the results of other exper:iments which 

are listed in '!able : 1· 

'lhe t-dependence of the reaction (i) is shown in figure 35 

where the number of events is plotted as a function of It I i.e. 

6 2 (rr:t"/m0 ). A forward peak is observed but the distribution is much 

*++ 0 broader than the ·N p channel. The distribution over the interval 

of ltl between 0.10 and 0.80 (Gev/c)2 can be fitted by a stmple 

exponential of the form e -a It I. The value of a obtained is 

0 + The A
2 

and A2:, mesons 

The A~ meson. The rr-+JrrP mass spectrum is shown (figure 36) 

for events in 'Which the remaining rr+ forms a Prr+ canbination in 

*++ 
the N band. An enhancement in the position of the A2 meson is 
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observed. ~is is identified as due to the A~ • No signti'icant 

production of the A~ is observed unless in association with the 

*++ N • The shaded area in the histogram is obtained by restricting 

ltl < 1.0 (Gev/c)2
• The signal is correlated with the production 

of p+ and p-. Therefore, in figure "57 the n+:JI Jt' mass spectrum 

*+t-is shown for those events in Which, after the N selection, a 

further condition is made that in the remaining three pions at 

least one rr+no or :rr:n.O combination is in the p band. In this 

selection, the condition M CJrtn-) in the ·P band is not made because 

under the asswnption of isospin I = 1, the p0 rP decay mode of the 

A2 meson should not occur. The shaded area in figure 37 coiTesponds 

to the :restriction of ltl < 1.0 (Gev/c)2 • The A~ distribution is 

compatible with a central mass value af (1300±15) Mev and a full 

width at half height of(l00±20) Mev. By comparing the A~ enhancement 

in the shaded histogram, the background bas been estimated by eye far 

the enhancement in the unshaded histogmm (shown by the solid line 

in the figure). The excess of events above this background is 

counted as 2-:;6±20 Which corresponds to the cross-section 

+ The A2 meson 

The A; is not detected in the Jr+U+:Jr= mass spectrum shown in 

figure 38. ~e solid line in the f:l.gure is the rrtn+rr phase space 

for the m-tn+rr=JP final state. However, the A+ is observed in the 
2 
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.....+... *++ + reaction u -.t' ... N A
2 

• 

l ... pn,O 1-.pon+ 
in figure 48(A). 

ibis is shown later in section 4. 32 

Tne A; is also observed in ~e four pion mass spectrum 

M(lr'lr'lt II?) under the restriction that at least one rr+.rrn.O comb :illation 

is in the rf band defined as 535 < M(rr+n-n.O) < 565 Mev. This is 

shown :in figure 39 in which a signif'icant peak at the mass position 

of the A2 can be seen. The shaded area in the figure corresponds 

to those events in which the n+ left after the TJ selection does not 

fo:rm a Pn+ combination in the N*++ band. ibis is done to exclude 

*++ 0 the N TJ events. The position of the peak remains unaffected by 

this procedure; the central mass value and the full width at half 

height are ccmpatible with (1300±25) Mev and (100±50) Mev. 

The enhancement has been identti'ied as the 11n+ decay mode of 

+ the A
2

• In the shaded histogram an excess of 11%4 events is counted 

above a smooth background. ibis corresponds to the cross-section 

a(A; ... Tf~) of (5±2) 1-lb, with the I) deceying into rr-i)rnO. 

assumption that the Pll combination is in the N*o band and that at 

least one .n+.rJ.O combination is in the!-'ll band. No signal is observed 

in the A2 region i.e. there is no production of A;+. This rules out 

the assignment of isospin I = 2 for the A2 meson. Under the assumption 

of I = 2 for the A2, the signal is expected to be % of the A~ signal 

which would mean about 160 events above the background. 
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4.24 The p meson 

'lhe p meson is observed in its three charged modes in the rrno' 
n+Ir and rr-:rflmass spectra which ar~hown in figures 41, 42 and 43. 

The shaded area in each histogram corresponds to those events in 

which there is no Ir+l£ n? combination in the m band 'Which is defined 

as 78~40 Mev. 'nle p signals are improved in the shaded histograms. 

By counting the excess of events abmre a smooth background in each 

of the shaded histogmms, the cross-sections are estimated as 

(0.5at0.10) mb, (0.58±0.18) mb and (0.40:!:0.10) mb for the p+, p0 

and p-respective:cy. 

4.25 + 'nle B meson 

All the observed m mesons are not produced in association with 

the N*++. Consequently an attempt was made to look for the production 

of the B meson in the mii mass spectrum. Figure 44 shows the four 

pion mass distributicn selected from events in which at least one 

rr-tn-:rfl canbination is in the CJ) band. An indication for the production 

of the B+ is observed. 'nle background is reduced, as shown by the 

shaded histogram, which has been drawn for events in which the n+ 
*++ after m selection does not form a PJ1+ effective mass in the N band. 

The B+ signal is somewhat improved. Th~nhancernent is centred at about 

1240 Mev and has a width of about 140 Mev. By subtracting a smooth 

+ background under the B enhancement m the shaded histogram the cross-

section a(# .. mn+) is est:ima.ted as (105±20) llb• 
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Figure 45 shows the Iali tz plot M2 (Pn+) versus M2 (cnn:+) for 

the reaction rr-t:P ... Pn+w. An approx:irra tely uniform distribution 

along the B + mass band is observed. 'lhis indicates a JP assigrm1ent 

+ of' 1 for the B meson. 

A better selection of' the B+ is observed When restricting to 

events in "Which the m is emitted at large angles with respect to 

the incident IFin the mil rest frame. This is shown in figure 46 

where the mil mass distribution has been obtained by restricting 
e I Cose I < 0.5. The compl;lmentary distribution for the restriction 

(1) 

I Coseml > o. 5 is shown in figure 47 • The observed strong decay 

+ of' the B at large angles supports the idea of' its isotropic dec~ 

"Which is predicted by the JP = 1+ assignment. 

4.31 Decay branching ratios of' the A2 

The decay branching ratios of' the A2 have been detezmined frcm 

+ the :following observed decay modes of' the A2• 

( i) In chaiUlel (a) the A; is observed in the decey mode A; -. p0 IF 

with the p0 dec~ing into :rr+rr-. In section 4.14 the cross-section 

a(A~-. p0 lr+) has been estimated as (63±10) tJ.b• Under the assumption 

of isospin I = 1 for the A2, a signal of equal strength is expected 

for the unobserved decay mode A~ .... p+n_o with the p+ decaying into 

:rrt'rP. 'lhus the cross- section a (A~ .... pt.ffl-) is estimated to be 

(126±15) tJ.b. 
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(ii) In channel (b), the A; is observed in the decey mode A~~ ~ 

with the 11 decaying into rr+rrn<>. From the value obtained in section 

4. 23 and using a factor 4 to correct for the unseen decays of the 11 

the cross-section a(A~ ~ ¢) is found to be (20±8) IJ.b• 

(iii) In ct:mpter 5, section 5.6(i) it has been shown that in the 

reacticn :rrt:P ~ PK"1<:
0 

the A~ is observed in the decay mode A;~ Ki<:
0

• 

'nl.e cross-section a(A;~ K+K0
) has been estimated after correcting 

for the unseen decays of the K0 
and a value of (11±6) IJ.b has been 

obtained. 

Fran these results the branching ratios of the ~ for the T)1I 

decey mode relative to the pii decay mode is found to be 

A2 ~ 1]1I 

A
2 

~ pii = (16±6)-% 

The value of this branching ratio has been determined in a number 

of experiments and dif'ferent values ranging from (9±4)-% to (30±20)-% 

have been obtained (Morrison, 1967). 

IJhe other branching ratio is 

= (9±4)-% 

Tnis value mey bEtom:pared with the values of (5±2)-% and (4±2)-% which 

have been obtained in experiments at 4. 2 Gev/ c and 8 Gev/ c nip 

(Morrison, 1967). 
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The large discrepancies between the results of different 

experiments in determining the A2 branching ratios are due to the 

problem of est:fmating the background in the piT effective mass 

spectrum. 

As :in the case of the A;, the A~ (which is observed in the piT 

decay mode in the reaction rrt:P ~ N*++A~ in channel (b) hs also 

expected to be observed in the KK decey- mode. In chapter 5, section 

5.6(ii) Where the two reactions rr+P ~ PIT~~and IT+p ~ PfliK°K0 

have been described, are shown the two diluensional scatter plots 

M(Pn+) versus M(I(ir) in figure 65(a) and M(PIT+) versus M(K°K0
) in 

figure 64(a). In both these plots a concentmtion af' events is 

*++ -observed in the N band at a KK mass value of about 1300 Mev. 'lhis 

- 0 gives evidence for the KK decay mode of the A
2

• However a 

detezmination of the A~ part:ia.l cross-section for its KR: decay mode 

was not considered reliable because of insufficient data and the 

problem of background estimation. So the decay branching ratios 

0 
of' the A2 are not calculated. 

4.32 Isospin of the A2 meson 

It has been S:..'lown :in section 4. 23 that in the p-tn+ mass spectrum 

no signal is observed in the A2 region which rules out the isospin 

assignment I = 2 for the A2 meson. 

Recently Baltay et al (1967) have studied the production rates 

of the A
2 

in its different charged states in the reactions n ~ N*+-f7.\.~ 



......... *+ + and IT -.1:' __,. N A
2 

and have aiTived at the value of I = 1 for the A
2 

meson. Under the assumption of isospin conservation the cross-

sections are related by Glebsch Gordon co-efficients. If the 

cross-section for the reaction ~F ~ N*+A+2 is arbitrari~ nonmalised 

Lnn+l-.pon+ 

to 1 1 then under the assumption of I = 1 for the A2 meson, the vaJ.ues 

of the cross-sections for the different reactions are expected to be 

:rrt]? ... *++ Ao N 2 

l ... pn+ I +--.p-n+ 
= 9 

*+ A+ ... N 2 

I ...PIP 1-.pon+ 
= 2 

*+ A+ ... N 
2 

1-.nrrt 1-.pon+ 
= 1 

In the!E"esent analysis an attempt has been made to check the 

above hypothesis. 

In figure 48(a) the n"*lrtlr effective mass distribution is shown 

for the channel Plr+.ir+tr:rP under the condition that the PIP 

* conb:ina.tion is in the N band and that at least one :rrtlr'" canbination 
in 

is/the p band. 

final state. 

* The solid line gives the phase space for a N piT 

The shaded area corresponds to a cut of ltl < l.O(Gev/c)2 • 

An enhancement in the A2 region is observed. By counting the number 

of events in the A2 region above a smooth background which is 

suggested by the shaded histogram, the number obtained for the 
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is (40±20) events. 

Aga.:UJ., by ta.k:ing the neutron chamel, i.e. the channel 

rrtF .... nli:J.. "'n2 -+n
3 
V, the rr2 ~ -t:lr mass spectrum is shown in figure 

* 48(B) under the condition that M(niS_ +) is :in the N band and at 

least one rr;,
3
:rr combination is in the p band. The solid l:ine is 

* the phase space for the N piT final state. The shaded area in the 

histogr,am corresponds to a cut of ltl < 1.0 (Gev/c)2 • A signal is 

observed :in the A
2 

region. By counting the number of events in 

the A
2 

region above a smooth background 1he number obtained for 

............ *+ + the reaction JL".t' -+ N A2 is (25±10) events. 

1-.wr+ !_~orr+ 

In section 4.23 the number of events corresponding to the 

............ *++ reaction JL-.t' .... N A~ has been obta:ined as (236±20). With these 

1-+p±rr+ 

numbers the exper~enta.l ratio is 

*++ Ao *+ A+ *+ + N 2 N 2 N A2 

I ... Prr+ L.p±n+ l .... plfl 1-+porr+ l....nrr+ 1-+porr+ 

= 9 (1.5 ± 0.7) (0.9 ± o.4) 

'lhis result is in good agreement with the ratio of 9 2 1 

expected from the I = 1 assignment for the A2 meson. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Ana1ysis of the Strange Particle Events 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter a description is given of the production of 

strange particles in the two-prong V
0 

events together with the events 

(IT~ -+ Prrtlc-IJ<:-) which were identified in the analysis of the 4 prong 

events described in Chapter 3· 
0 

The V events were scanned for at 

least one visible V0 de~. The relative numbers of 2 and 4 prong 

events with at least one visible V
0 

are such as to justify a detailed 

analysis only in the case of the 2 prong events. The cross-sections , 

for the various strange particle reactions are given later and canpared 

with the values obtained in other experiments at different pion 

momenta. The two particle effective mass distributions in the three 

and four ISrticle finaJ. states with IlK and KK production are studied. 

In the AK channels strong production of the resonances Y1*(l385) 

and K*(890) is observed. The quasi two-boey reactions rrit4Y1 *iJ<:+ 

and ]"[[:p..y1 *""K:*+ are investi~ted by a ccmparison of the respective 

~ distributions with the prediction of the absorption model. In 
dt 
the KK channels the daninant features are the production of N*(l236) 

and K*(890). Besides, there is evidence for a(730) production and 

an indication of the ~ meson. 

A short description af' the method of ana:cysis and the results 
! 

are presented in the following sections. 
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5· 2 Method of Anal;ysis 

Scan Results (Durham Sample) 

Table a shows the number of events found in the first scan. 

The acann:ing efficiencies have been calculated on the basis of the 

numbers obta:ined in scan and rescan. Corrections were made for 

spurious events, i.e. the events in which the V
0 

was wrongly associated. 

These spurious events -were detected during the checking of Grind 

hypotheses. About 10% of the 2 prong 1 V
0 

events and 25% of the 4 

0 
prong 1 V events were found to have a 'kink' track which were mostly 

charge decays. 

TABLE& 

Scan Results of V
0 

Events (Durham Sample) 

No. of events found 
'JY.pe in 1st scan Scanning Efficiency 

2-prong with 1 V
0 

232 0.985 

2-prong with 2 V
0 

18 1.000 

4-prong with 1 V
0 

49 0.970 

4-prong with 2 V
0 

3 1.000 

6-prong with 1 or 2 V
0 

0 

'nle number of V
0 

events found in each class was consistent with 

the scan results of the other collaborating laboratories. 
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Measurement 

'lli.e events were measured on the same general principles as the 

4 prong events. 
0 

Additional labelling schemes were made for the V 

and V + decay vertices and the outgoing tracks fran these vertices. 

Special labels were used for identified and stopping tracks. A 

track with a short kink, w.s assumed to be a charged V
0 

decay and 

then on]¥ the decay vertex and the charged track issuing out of 

the point of decay were measured. About 5~ of the events were 

unmeasureable because of short and straight secondaries and faintness 
; 

of the tracks issuing from a V
0 

decay vertex. 'Ihe events were 

reneasured on the basis of the same tests in 'Ihresh and Grind as 

were chosen for the 4 prong events (c.f. section 3.7). 

IB.ta Processing 

As in the case of the 4 prong events, the V
0 events were processed 

in the chain af computer programs Reap-'lhresh-Grind-Slice-Sumx. 

Grind had some additional features for the kinematical fitting af 

0 
the V events, namely: 

(i) 0 A fit was given for the V vertex. 'nlis is a 3 constraint 

0 
fit as the on4'" unknown at the V vertex is the momentum of 

0 the V • 

(ii) Tracks with kinks were considered in the mass assignments to 

be E+ hyperons. For kinks close to the production vertex, 

the E+ w.s reconstructed at the ltink from measurements of 

of 
the track beyond this assumed point/decay. 'nle lifet:irn.e of 
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the :E+ is such that its decey length in the chamber is of 

the order of' a f'ew centimetres. For a K+ mass assignment 

the t:re.ck issuing rut of' the kink was not considered since 

the lifetime of the K+ is so great that the majority of' 

them decey outside the chamber or suf'f'iciently remote f'ran 

the production vertex so that a good measure of' the curvature 

of the t:re.ck is obtained. 

(iii) A s:ingle-vertex f'it was given :in which all the tracks belonging 

to the pr:imary vertex (including that of' any unobserved 

neutral particle) were used in a constra:int f'it. 

(iv) Finally, a multi-vertex fit was given in "Which all the tracks 

of' the pr:i.mar,y vertex and the V
0 

vertices were fitted in an 

overall const:re.int. 

0 
HYpotheses f'or V Events 

0 
'Ihe general scheme of hypotheses for the V events was made 

f'or reactions "Which involved the production of' one pair of' strange 

particles. ~e possible reaction channels tried f'or the 2 prong 

vo events were: 

(A) Two prong with One observed V 
0 

II~-+ 
PK+Ko (1) 

(2) JriK+Ao 

(3) rrtl:¥ 

(4) IrtJ<:¥ 

(5) PK"'ltO ( Ifl ) 



(6) :rr'K+A 0 ( :n,0 ) 

(7) :rrtl:¥ ( :n,O ) 

(8) rrtPKO (i{O) 

(9) n+n+Ao (:K'l) / rrtn:t" K'l ( Ao) 

(10) n+n¥(~) 

(11) rr'K-fRO ( n) 

(B) Two prong with two observed V
0

's 

rr"'P -+ 

(12)~ 

(13) n+JriKOA0 

( 14) rrtJriKO.t0 

(15) ~(:n,O) 

(16) Jrtn+A¥(:n,O) 

(17) n+JriKOKO(n) 

'!he symbols inside the parentheses indicate the unobserved 

neutr.al particles. 
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In both (A) and (B) all the reactions with no unobserved neutral 

particle ~re of the four constra.:int type and those with an unseen 

neutral particle were of the one constraint type in the single vertex 

fit. 

Event Identification 

'lhe V
0 

events were identified on the bases of X2 probability and 

ccmpa.tibility of ionisation. 'lhe value of the X2 considered was the 

one obtained for the single vertex fit. Since a single-vertex fit 
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-was either of the one constm:int type or of the four constraint type, 

the X2 limits chosen were the same as for the 4 prong events, namely 

X2 < 6 for a lC fit and X2 < 25 for a 4C fit. The bubble density 

recognition limit for a proton was about 1300 MeV/ c and for a kaon 

700 MeV/ c of momentum. 

~e table :9) gives the numbers of the events in the combined 

sample of the collaboration which represents about 80~ of the final 

statistics. 

TABLE~) 

Statistics of the 2 prong V0 Events (Combined IB.ta) 

Tot~l No. of Events No. of fitted No. of NO-FIT 
ana}¥ sed Events Events 

lOll 791 220 

~e events classified as NO-FIT events were consistent with more 

than one unobserved neutral particle. 

Ambiguities 

About 30% of the fitted events were ambiguous and most}¥ between 

two hypotheses. 'Jhese ambiguities were in addition to the A0/T.0 

ambiguity which cannot be resolved because of the errors present in 

the measuring techniques employed. The ambiguities were resolved 

by taking the hypothesis with the hie,tlest X2 probability. An 
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exception was made for the two reactions n"'P .... rr'n¥A0 and 

:rrt'P-+ :rrtK+A0 n.Cl for each of which the number of events was calculated 

in the following wey : 

No. of hypotheses 

1 

2 

3 

4 

WeieAt 

1 

{
.- i for the hypothesis with lower X2 

t for the hypothesis with higper X2 

t for ea.ch hypothesis 

-k for each hypothesis 

Monte Carlo events generated by Fake for the different f:im.l states 

suggested that about 70fo of the ambiguous events were attributed to 

the ri~t hypothesis by this procedure {Wagini, 1967). 

5·3 Cross-sections 

The cross-sections for the various final states investi~ted 

and the numbers of events upon which the cross-section determinations 

are based, are listed in Table 10.• '.lhe numbers, of events shown in 
I 

the table have been corrected for scanning losses from a knowledge 

of the ave~e scanning efficiencies - 95fo for 1 V0 and ~ 98fo for 

2 VO events. For the determination of the cross-sections the sources 

of error considered were the uncertainty in the density of liquid 

hydrogen (c. f. section 3.13) and the uncertainty in the number of 

events due to the ambiguities present. To account for the ·unobserved 

decays in the various channels the following corrections were made: 



( i) K
0 

decays have been weighted by a factor of 3 in order to 

account for the n,On,O and K2 ° decay modes. 
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(ii) To correct for unseen A0 , a weiSPting factor of 3/2 was used 

because j- of all A0 decay via A0 .... Pir ( v stands for 
v 

'visible' ). 

(iii) 'nle cross-section for the reaction :rrtP .... ~n+ was determined 

from the observed number (N
1

) of events with two visible K
0 

decays and the observed number (N2 ) of events with one visible 

K
0 

decay. 'Ihe method of calculation was as follows: (the 

symbols v and i stand for visible and invisible). 

N(~v Klv) = Nl 

N(~v ~i) + N(~v ~) = N2 

(l) 

(2) 

In a ~K1 system the probability for the visible decay of 

the Klv is j- and that for the unseen decay of the Kli is j- so 

that the number of events in the ~~ channel is given by 

From this the number of K1v~i events is 

'Ihen from (2) 

N(KlvK2) = N2 - Nl 

so that 
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Furthennore 

N(~~) = N(K]_K]_) 

'lhus the total number of events N(K°K
0

) 

is given by 

N(K~0 ) = N(KJ_K1 ) + N(K1K2 ) + N(K2K2 ) 

Hence the cross-section a(K~0 ) is calculated from the 

relation, 

a(K°K
0

) = 2a(K1K1 ) + a(K1K2 ) 

where a(IS_K]_) and a(IS_K2 ) are calculated as above from N1and N2• 

(iv) The cross-section for the A¥ channel was calculated in two 

different ways: 

(a) A weie,hting factor 3 was used for all events with K_ A. -"lv J. 

and K_ A -J.v v 

(b) Events with A K1 . and A K1 were weighted by a factor 3/2. v J. v v 

The cross-section listed in the table is the weighted avera~ of 

the two values obtained on the basis of (a) and (b). 

All events fitting bath the A0 and r:.O hypotheses were assigned to 

the A0 channel. Events giv :ing unambiguous rP fits have not been 

included in the list. 

'nle cross- section for the channel rr-t:P -+ PrrtK"'r has been 

estimated on the basis of the 309 events which gave an unambiguous 
I 

4C fit to the above channel in a sample of 24000 four prong events. 

Thirty- seven events 'Which were ambiguous between the above 

channel and the Pir+lr+.Jr channel (6004 events) were not included. 
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TABLE 10. 

Cross-Sections of Strange Particle Productions 

(Corrected for unobserved decay modes) 

This ~~r:iment Other Experiments 

Reaction (5 GeV c) Cross-sections (~b) 

Number of Cross-section (*) (**) 
Events ~b 4 GeV/c 8 GeV/c 

]rt'p .... 

(1) (A0 /rfJ)K+rJ:i" 95 66±7 81±11 33±7 
(2) (A0 /i!J)K+rr:trfJ 185 130±9 148±16 76±12 

:. (3) (A0 /I!l )~II¥ 158 82±8 91±10 76±11 

(4) PK"*K0 
37 53±8 43±11 34±8 

( 5 ) PK i{'1J:o 89 105±11 59±14 69±17 

(6) PK~'1J:+ 99 78±12 87±14 88±16 

PKJ.~rr+ 28±5 

PIS_"K~rrt 22±7 

(7) nK"*K¥ 71 86±10 80±16 63±18 

(8) PK"n+ 309 109±27 

(*) Aachen-Hamburg-London-Munchen collaboration: N.C. 43,1010 (1966) 

(**) CERN-CRACOW-WAI5A.W CoLlaboration : Phys. Letts. 22, 109 (1966) 
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The amount of 0.6% of such an ambiguity is in good agreement with 

the percenta~ predicted by Fake calculations. 

Again, Fake calculations suggested that about 1~ of the Monte 

Carlo events of the type rr+P ... Pirtlrtlr ll'l give spurious fits to 

the p:rrt}(I'K- channel. So, in the sample of about 6300 Pn+rrt".n-:rfl events 

in the present analysis one would expect 63 events giving rise to 

the spurious fit. Since in the analysis 4C fits were chosen in 

preference to lC fits, a contamination .... 20% is est:ima.ted in the 

~ample of the selected Pn+K~ events. The cross-section has been 

corrected for this contamination. 

5•4 Est~tion of Resonances 

To look for the production of resonances in the various AK 

and RK channels, the two particle effective mass distributions for 

the various final states are given. The cross-sections for the various 

resonances have been determined by counting the excess of events in 

the peak regions over an estlma.ted smooth background. Monte Carlo 

events for the various final states were generated by FOWL (c.f. 
' • 

section 3.14) to obtain the phase space predictions for the various 

mass distributions. The smooth curve in each of the plots is the 

phase space distribution normalised to the experimental histog~ 

outside the peak regions. In the analysis the following mass limited 

for the Y*(l385) and K*(890) have been used: 
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Y* 

K* 

1325 to 1450 MeV 

825 to 950 MeV 

5·5 Resonance Production in the AK Channels 

( i) The reaction rr'P ..,. A'1c¥ 

100. 

In this reaction a strong production of Y1*+(1385) is observed 

in the A0 n+ effective mass distribution which is shown in figure 

49. The small enhancement centering at about 1760 MeV may be due 

to the Y1*+(1765). An estimated.excess of events over the background 

indicates that {20 ± 2)~ of the reaction proceeds via the quasi two-

b oc:zy- state 

(a) n~ .... Y1*+(1385) K+ 

The dO distribution for the reaction (a) is shown in figure 50. 
dt 

Recently, Eysel et al {1967), absorption model calculations have 

been made for a number of quasi two-body states {see Feymann diagrams 

in figure 51) in "Which the effect of the finite width of the resonances 

has been included by multiplying the stable mass cross-sections by the 

appropriate Breit-Wigner distribution of tlE mass of the resonance. 

'nle results obtained for the reaction above in "Which K* exChange is 

assumed are reproduced in figure 50. 

It is ,seen that the experimental distribution is peaked much more 
1 

strongly towards lower It I values than is predicted by the absorption 

model calculation. 'llle influence of the absorptive effects introduced 

by the authors is less drastic than is suggested by the experimental 
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distribution. This behaviour of the absorption model in its present 

form has been shown to be present in other cases for which a vector 

meson exchange has been assumed. 

The experimental distribution in figure 50 can be fitted by a 

simple exponential of the form e-ajtj for valuE~:~ of jtj > 0.2 (Gev/c) 2 

were a is found to be 3.2 (Gev/c)-2
• 'lhis is shown by the dotted 

line. 

(ii) The reactions: 

(a) rrtP .. A¥Jrin+ 

(b ) Jrtl> -+ A '1<:+rfln0 

Both the reactions (a) and (b) are dominated by strong production 

*+ *+ of Y1 (1385) and K (890) 1 and so they are discussed together. 

Figure 52(a) shows the triangular mass plots, M(A0 II+) versus M(KQ-.rfl'l), 

with two points per event, for the reaction (a). Figure 52(b) shows 

the triangular mass plots M(A0 Ir+) versus M(K+rfl) for the reaction 

(b). llie projections of' the (A0 :rr+) mass on the corresponding mass 

axes for the two reactions are shown in figure 53(a) and figure 53(b) 

respectively. The projections of the (l{'J!r+) mass and the (K¥) mass 

for the two reactions are shown in figure 54(a) and figure 54(b ). 

As can be seen from the figures Y
1

*+(1385) is produced at about 

equal rates in the two reactions. The cross-sections for the 

production of this resonance were determ.:ined to be (26 ± 4)1-lb in the 

reaction (a) and (33 ± 5)1-lb in the reaction (b). 
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'Ihe K*+(890) is seen to be produced more strongly in the 

reaction (a) than in the reaction (b). From isospin considerations 

one would expect that the K~+(I, ~ = ~' + ~) deceying into 

rr(~=+l) K
0 (~=-~) mode will be produced at twice the rate of K*+ 

deceying into the*:n.O(~=O) K+(~-~) mode. 'Ihe partial cross

sections of the K +(890) in the two reactions were determined to 

be 

a (K*+-. rr¥) = (44 ± 5)!-lb 

a (K*+-+ :n.OK+) = (25 ± 6)1-lb 

'Ihese dete:nninations are in good agreement with the ratio 2 

expected from the isospin considerations above. 'Ihe total cross

section for the reaction n-Ip -. A0 :rr'K *+ is estimated to be (69±8)1-lb• 

(iii) Quasi two-boqy production 

In the two dimensional mass plots of the two channels 

(Figure 52) an accumulation of events is observed in the region in 

*+ *+ which the bands of K (890) and Y1 (1385) overlap, giving the 

evidence for the quasi two-boczy reaction 

fl-. Y
1
*+(1385) K*+(890) 

in both channels. To show this more clearly in a larger sample, 

the two channels have been taken together and a selection of events 

has been made under the restriction that one canbination of the 

(A0 n+) mass lies in the Y1 *+(1385) band defined as 1330 < M(A0 n+)< 

1440 MeV. In the combined sample of the two channels 114 events 

satisfy this restriction. T.he (KII)+mass distribution for these 114 
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events is Shown in fi~re 55· The K*+(890) is seen in this plot 

with little background. From this plot the number of events 

contributing to the double resonance production is est:ima.ted to be 

33±4 and the corresponding cross-section is estimated to be (21±6). 

*+ Besides the K (890) peak a small enhancement is observed which 

centres at about 1425 MeV. 'nlis could be due to the presence of 

*·· the K '(1420) if not due to same kinematic effect imposed by the 

restriction. 

Application of the Abso!Ption Model 

As in the case of the reaction nip ... Y
1 
*+(1385) K+ discussed 

in section 5·5(i) it is of :interest to ccmpare the predictions of 

the absorption model calculated by EtYsel et al (1967) with the 

experimental EE. distribution of the reaction rrtP ... Y1*+(1385) 

*+ dt 
K (890). The lo~st mass that can be exchanged in this reaction 

is a K meson. 'nle experimental values of da for this reaction has 
dt 

been calculated under the assumption that the background can be 

neglected. The experimental distribution is shown in figure 57· 

The smooth curve represents the predictions of the absorption model 

as calculated by the authors. The Shape of the curve is in good 

agreement with the experimental distribution. However, it is 

necessary to scale down the calculated values of da by factor .... 8. 0 
dt 

before the calculations and the observations can be brought into 

agreement. 'lhis, as stated by the authors znaur be due to uncertainties 

* in the value of the coupling constant for the PKY1 vertex w.bich is 
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used in the calculation. 

In the 8 GeV/ c :rrtP exper:im.ent, the t-dependence of the same 

reaction has been found to be in better agreement with the predicted 

values, the scale factor needed being about 2.5 {Eysel et al, 1967). 

It is thus evident that the discrepancy between the predicted and 

the exper:im.ental values is energy dependent. 

The experimental distribution in figure 57 can be fitted by 

-altl n(, \-the exponential : = Canst. e ani a value, a = 2.'\~V) 2 is 

obtained. 

The production of e + 

The (JI"'nn) effective mass distribution for the reaction 

is show in figure 56. The e+ meson is seen to 

be produced. The shaded histogmm is the distribution for events 

in which the square of the four-momentum transfer to the (:rMP) 

combination is less than 1.0 (Gev/c)2. The e+ is seen to be more 

pronounced Which indicates peripheral production. 

No other resonance is observed in this channel or in the 

A0 tlrr+n+ channel. IJhe 1::(730) Which has been reported in the reaction 

rr-t:P-+ A¥rr+.n+ at ,3.2 GeV/c by Cason et al {1966) is not observed 

in the AK cha.nnel in this analysis. 

Table ll. gives the cross-sections of resonance production in 

the various AK. channels discussed above. 



TABLE 11 

Cross-sections of Resonance Production 

in .1\K channels 

Channel Reaction Cross-section 
(IJ.b) 

A°K+r£+ rrt:P ... Y~+(1385) K+ l4d:4 

1 ... Aon+ 

rrt:P ... y*+ K+Ifl 
1 33±5 

1... Aorr+ 

A°K-trrtn0 rrt:P ... A0 rrtK*+(890) 25±6 

r:~¥ 
~ ... A~+p+ 

LIT¥ 
13±4 

rrt:P ... yl*+(l385) K'ln+ 26±4 
AoKJrtn+ 

n~ ... A0 lliK*+(89o) 44d:5 
1 ... :K'ln+ 

Ao~ 
~ ... Y~+(l385)K*+(890) 21±6 

Ao~rr+n+ 

105. 
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5.6 Resonance production in the KK channels 

The resonances observed in the various channels discussed in 

*-1":+ * + 
this section are the N ( 1236), K ( 890) and the A2 • Evidence 

* is also foWJ.d for theY 
0 

(1520), ~ (1019) and::IC(730). 

( i) 'nle reaction :rrt:P -+ PK +Ko 

Tne K1K0 effective mass distribution for this reaction is sho~ 

in figure 58. A bread enhancement centering at abwt the A2 mass 

(1310 MeV) is observed. The shaded histogram is drawn for events 

in "Which the squared four-momentum transfer to the K+Ko combination, 

ltl < 1.0 (GeV/c)2
• The enhancement has been interpreted as the KK 

decay mode of the A
2

• An est:ilna.ted excess of' events above the smooth 

background drawn in the figure gives 8±4 J!vents. This leads to a 

cross-section of' a(A~-+ K+:R0
) of (11±6)~b. This result has been used 

to calculate the branching ratio 

= (9 ± 4)'% 

(c. f. section 4.3(1 ). 

(ii) The reactions 

(a ) rr"'l> ... Prr-tx-tr 

(b ) II~ -+ Prrtl<:~0 

The prominent features of the two reactions are the production 

*++ * of N (1236) and K (Bgo). 

at low momentum transfer. 

Both af them are produced preferentiallY 

*++ 'nle N (1236) is produced more stronglY 

in (a) than in (b). The two other reactions of the above type 

namelY, 
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and 

do not show any s~ificant resonance production. 

Figure 59(a) shows the prr+ effective mass distribution for 

the reaction (a) and the corresponding Chew-Low plot is shown in 

figure 59(b). 'Ihe N*++(l236) shows strongly and particularly at 

ltl < 1.0 (GeV/c)2
• 'Ihe :rrr+ effective mass distribution and the 

corresponding Chew-Low plot for this reaction are shown in figure 

60(a) and figure 60(b ). 'llle shaded area in the :rrr+ mass distribution 

corresponds to events for which the rr+ does not form a Pn+ effective 

mass in the N*++ band which is defined as 1120 < M(Prr+) < 1320 MeV. 

'lhe K*0 (890) is more significantly observed in the shaded histogram. 

'Ihe Chew-Low plot shows that it is produced preferentially at low 

I tl values. 

For the reaction (b) the Prr+ effective mass distribution and 

the corresponding Chew-Low plot are shown in figure 6l(a) and 

figure 6l(b). 'Ihe l++(l236) is seen to be produced predominantly 

at low manentum transfer in this reaction. 'Jhe r>rr+ effective mass 

distribution and the corresponding Chew-Low plot for this channel 

are shown in figure 62(a) and figure 62(b ). The shaded part af the 

histogram corresponds to events for which the Prr+ effective mass 

* *+ does not lie in the N band defined above. 'Jhe K (890) observed 

here is also seen to be produced preferentiaJ..ly at small momentum 

transfer. 
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'nle smooth curves drawn in all the mass distributions are the 

statistical phase space predic:tions nozma.lised to the smooth background 

outside the peak regions. The cross-sections for the N*++(1236) 

* and the K (890) in both the reactions (a) and (b) have been 

est:i.ma.ted by count:ill.g the munber of events above the calculated 

background. The values of the cross- sections are given in Table 1:2-

(iii) The K(730) 

An enhancement known as the Kappa in the Kn effective mass at 

about 730 MeV has been reported in a number of experiments; the 

recent ones are the rrtP exper:iments at 8 GeV / c (Brandt et al, 1966) 

and at 3.2 GeV/c (Cason et al, 1966). 

The nature of the Kappa enhancement is not yet clear. It is not 

certain Whether the Kappa is a resonance Which is produced in an energy-

dependent production mechanism or whether an energy dependent Kinematic 

effect is responsible for the Kappa. peak. This is because, although 

the Kappa. appears at about the same mass and width in many reactions, 

it does not appear in many of the same reactions at somewhat different 

energies. 

In the present experiment, the evidence for the Kappa. is shown 

in the rn+ effective mass distribution (figure 6o(a)) of the 

channel rrt:P ... Pll~. A narrow peak at the position af' the &(730) 

is observed which becomes even more pronounced after removing the 

*++ N events (shaded histogram). No evidence for the Kappa is seen 

in the PK°K0 n+ channel (figure 62(a)) and this is in agreement with 

the result reported at 8 GeV/c ~ exper:iJIJ.ent (Brandt et al, 1966). 
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If the Kappa. is considered as a real resonance w1 th isospin 

* of I : ~ (i.e. the same as the K ) then from isospin consideration 

* it is expected that the Kappa (as well as the K ) should be 

produced in the channels plf"K"'J\ and PK-fRO:n.O with a frequency of 

2 to 1. Therefore, for comparison, the K0
IT

0 
effective mass 

distribution is shown for the channel PK-foRO:n.Oin figure 63(A). 'lhe 

distribution in figure 63(B) coiTesponds to a cut in the square 

four-momentum transfer of ltl < 1.0 GeV2 • From figure 63(A) the 

cross-section for the production of the K*0 (890) is estimated to 

be 

*o ....+ a(K ~ ~lL") = (6 ± 3)~b 

corresponding to (5 ± 2) events. Twice this cross-section is in 

good agreement with the value 

*o + a(K ~~IT ) = (13 ± 3)~b 

obtained for the P~"'K- channel. 

'lhe relative number of events in the Kappa region as seen in 

figure 60(a) and figure 63(A) for the two channels is within the 

large statistical eiTor also compatible with the expected branching 

ratio. 'lhus it appears that the Kappa production is observed in 

the prrtl(lr channel 

( iv) Production of tm ~(1019) meson 

'lhe conclusive evidence for the ~(1019) meson was given by 

Connolly et al, (1963) in the ~ exper:illl.ent at 2. 24 and 2.5 GeV/c. 

By analysing the channels Ir-P ~ NrJF!' and Ir-P ~ 1\K-iJr- they observed 



an enhancement in the KK mass distribution. 'Blat the observed 

enhancement, though produced so close to the threshold was a 

resonance and not an effect of a final state KK scattering was 

'I"''-n ""'"" proved by the authors who also determined the . .anatwn{nwnbe rs 

110. 

of the ~. From the observed branching ratios of the dec~ modes, 

the C-pa.rity of the ~ was determ:ined to be -1. 

o-o 
For a neutral K K system, the char~ conjusation parity C 

and the space parity P are related as 

c = p = (-1)1 

A C = -1 assi.gmnent for the ~ produced in the K°K
0 channel allows 

the de~ mode ~ -+ K1K2 only and forbids ~ -+ IS_K1 or K~2 (Matthews, 

1963). The production of' the ~(1019) meson in the K°K0 and K+K-

ch&mels in the present analysis is described below. 

o-o 
K K Channel 

Figure 64(a) shows the two d~ensional scatter plot M (Prr+) 

versus M(K°K
0

) for the channel PII~°K0 and figure 64(b) shows the 

projection on the M(K°K0
) axis. The shaded area in the K°K0 effective 

mass distribution corresponds to those events in which on]¥ one K0 is 

seen to decay in the chamber. The ~ is seen to be produced with 

little bacJ:r.ground in the shaded histogram. 'Jll.e nature of' the 

distributiOJB show that the b:Lckground estimation under tile ~ peak 

is uncertain to a lar~ extent. An estimated excess of the number 

of events is (5 ± 3) above the phase space curve. This curve has 

been normalised to the number of events outside the peak region for 
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the unshaded histog~. The corresponding cross-section for 

production of tlE t is (3 ± 2)1J.b for events of the K
1
K2 type. 

+ -K K Channel 

Figure 65(a) shows the two d~ensional scatter plot M(Prr+) 

versus M(K"'r) for the PIT~ channel. '!he projection for the 

K+C effective mass is sho'Wil in figure 65(b) in which a IJB.ITOW 

peak indicating the production of t(l019) is observed. 'nle 

111. 

partial cross-section for the <I> in this channel has been detennined 

to be a(t ~ K-tr) = (4 ± 2) IJ.b. IJhe total cross-section for 

the reaction rr-t:P ... Prr+t with the t decaying into IS_K2 or K""K- is 

determined to be 

a (t ... KK) = (7 ± 3)1J.b• 

*++ Since both the N (1236) and 1(1019) are seen to be produced in 

the t'K0 and K+K- channels an indication for the quasi two-bod¥ 

....... *++ reaction rr-~ ... N twas looked for. The scatter plots in figure 

64(a) and figures 65(a) do not give any indication that the t is 

* produced preferential]¥ in the N band. One can only est:im.ate an 

upper limit of the cross-section. The uwer l:imi t to the cross-

section of a resonance is defined as the value obtained by ·taking 

twice the square root of the number af events in the mass region 

of the resonance and which corresponds approximately to a 95% 

confidence l:imit. On this basis the u~r limit of the cross-section 

*++ for the double resonance N t is est:i.rna.ted to be 
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ll2. 

This vaJ.ue may be canpared with the upper limit of 4 (..lb 'Which 

has been quoted for this process in the 8 GeV/c n-Ip experiment 

(Brandt et al, 1966). 

* (v) Production of the Y (1520) 
0 

* In the Pll~-+tr- channel the Y (1520) is observed :in the Pir 
0 

effective mass distribution shown in figure 66. The shaded area 

in the figure corresponds to a cut in the squared four-momentum 

transfer of ltl < 1.0 (GeV/c)2
• 'lhe figure shows that most of 

* the Y (1520) is produced at low momentum transfer. The cross-e 

section has been detennined to be 

* -) a (Y -+ PK = 
0 

(11 ± 3) (.lb. 

Except for statistically insignificant enhancements at their 

* * expected mass value the Y1 (1660) and Y1 (1765) which are kno-wn to 

o -o exist have not been seen :in the PK or PK effective mass distributions 

The cross-sections of the observed resonances in the various 

KK channels are listed in 'lhble ~-
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TABlE 1~ 

Cross-sections of Resonance Production in 

KK Channels 

Cha.m1el Reaction Cross-section 
(IJb) 

PK+K" I[l:p -+ p A+ 

1.: K~o 
11±6 

rrt:P -+ N*++ ( 1236) K°K0 16±4 
1 ... Pn+ 

PKoKon+ rrt:P-+ PK°K*+(890) 

1 ... ~n+ 
17±5 

rrt:P -+ Pn+t 3±2 

I_. ~K~ 

.Jrill -+ N*++(1236) K+K-

I_. Pn+ 
41±10 

rr~-+ PK~*0(890) 13±3 

Pll+K+K- 1 ... rn+ 

rr"l? -+ y*0 (1520) K+rr+ 11±3 
I_. PK-

~-+ Pn+t 4±2 
I_. K+K-

113. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this thesis an account has been given of the production of 

resonances in the following channels of 5 Gev/ c rrip interactions: 

(a) n-t:P .. P1rtlrtlr 

(b) rr-t:P .. pn"+)r+n no 
(c) :rrfl> -+ PII~itr-

(d) rr-t:P .. 2-prong + 1 or 2 visible V0 decey-s. 

In channel (a) a strong production of the N**(1236), p0 

and a significant amount af' the f
0 

and A; mesons are observed. 'nle 

A
1 

signal is not detected in this ana~sis. Asymmetry is observed 

in the decay of the f
0

• 

*+l-
In channel (b) besides a strong production of the N (1236) 

and oP, the p meson in its three charged modes, the A~ -+ pii, 

+ rr+i + _.....+ + A2 -+ T) and the B .. Wll- are also observed. The fact that the B 

signal is improved 'When selecting events corresponding to its large 

decey- angles (i.e. lease I < 0.5) supports the assumption that 
(l) 

the m and II are in a relative s-state. 

In channels (a) and (b) there are significant contributions 

,...of.... *++ *++ 
of the quasi two boctr states u-.1:" .. N p0 , rrip .. N m0 and 

...of..... N*++...o. u-~ •1 The strong peripheral nature of these reactions 

should make it possible to obtain a pure sample of each in order 

to stuctr the predictions of a theoretical model such as the 

absorption model. This model has met with some success in interpret

ing the first two of the above reactions in the 8 Gev/ c :rrtP experiment 
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(A-B-C Collaboration, 1966). 

+- + 
'Ihe relative cross-sections of the A~ -+ p-n+ and A2 -+ p0 n+ 

which are observed are in agreement with the values expected from 

the assigmnent of isospin I = 1 for the A2 meson. T'ne decay 

branching ratios of the A2 for its 1Jli and KK decay modes relative 

to the pn· "decay mode are comparable with the values quoted by 

Rosenfield et al (1967). 

In the stm.nge particle channels (c) and (d) the calculated 

values of the cross-sections support the observed trend that the 

yKj cross- section is smller than the "fiicross- section (Brandt et 

al. 1 1966). The resonances observed in the various channels are 

the N*++(1236), Y~ (1385), K* (890), ~(1019) and A2 -+ KR:. Besides 

these the production of the &(730) is also obsezved. The ~t I 
............. *+ + distributions of the two-bod;y states u-r-+ Y1 (1385) K and 

............. *+ *+ 
u-r-+ Y1 (1385) K (890) have been ccmpared with the predictions 

of the absorption model as calculated by Eysel et al. (1967). The 

calculated and the experimental values are hardly in agreement with 

each other. 
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